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1It Is now fourteen hmndrotl yeara since Ireland
enjoyed ber f?old©n Age. It waa fotirteen centuries u^o -vihen
she W68 known a» thB "Island of Salnto uiid Scholurs," i nes
have parsed since Ireland stooc! as the Bodel and exemplar
of Christian civilisation. TJpon her shores learning and
culture flourished so that ber brilliance shone as a beacon
light upon the darkness and surrounding barbarian of the
Middle i.gee. ^iere was a refu.'re upon a turbulent sea, here
was an oaels of learning in u desert of ignorance. Foreign
Scholars floclred to Ireland's iconastlc schools whore they
were hospitably received royally treatot? and riven botird,
room, books and Instruction free of charge, ' or v;uc q} o
content v;ltb this but felt the urge to reconstruct the
Btorope \:.hich had fallen with the crun^bllng of the Hctnan
lEteplre. Determined not only to convert to Christianity
but to civilisation and learning as well, the Irish r-is-
slonarles lii.e the Athenians who bore from the sacred
crucible of the mother city eirbers to light the hearthe
of overseas colonies, carried fror;^ the unquenehable fires
of Klldare beacons that were to imm througihout Britain
and Europe forevexnoro
•
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EARLY IRELAND
For the most part the early history of Ireland
is shrouded by the veil of legend and myth. But in order
to understand the Christian civilization v/hich soared to
such heights in Ireland we must first make a study of her
pagan c vilization and culture.
'.';hat kind of country was pagan Ireland? What
type of civilization if any existed there?
The character accorded pagan Ireland by some
ancient foreign writers in Latin and Greek is far from
flattering We are told that they had a predilection
for human flesh, that they were given to incest, that
they were utterly lacking in moral sense - in brief that
they v/ere barbarians of the worst kind.
Strabo, a Greek writer, informs us that "About
Britannia are some small islands, and a gi»eat one,
Hibernia, stretching close to Britannia, toward the North.
Of this I have nothing certain to state, but that its
inhabitants are more rustic (wilder) tl an the (Celtic)
Britons, and that they feed on human flesh, and devour a
large quantity of food and deem it honorable to eat the
bodies of their deceased parents.'* Then follows an asser-
tion regarding incestuous practises, and finally an adiriission
which proves that Strabo hiniself did not believe what he
had written. "But the things we thus relate," he affirms.
Gum, Joseph "Before 3t. Patrick Came" Columbia
March 1931 Page 14

"ape destitute of witnesses worthy of credit in ouch
affairs,"*
Sollnus, a Latin ivriter, whom sorne accept as
an authority, wrote about tbc year 238 ^. u« as rollowu?
"Hiborr.ia approaches to Britain in siao: it is inh!K]an
In the rouf^ manners of its inhabitantc, it is so
limiriant in its grass tl-iut unless its cuttle a3?e now and
again recioved from pastur ge, sutiety r3ay cause dun^^er to
them* There Is no snake, a few birds, an inhospitable
and warlike nation, the conc^uerors (among whoca) having
first drunk the blood of their enesi.ie8 aftenvurd besmear
their faces thuiv. ith. TShey regard right and wrong
alike no bee has been brought thither; and if anyone
scatters dust or pebbles br^ufjht from thence among the
hives (in other countries) the svyurras desert their' coirbe.
The breadth of this island is uncortuin." The flagrant
inaccuracy of his coir pari sjon of Ireland and Brltian (the
latter term including Scotland in the Roman), his asser*
tion as to the fewness of birds and the total absence of
bees, his ft^iry tale regarding the ill effects of Irish
dust and pebbles are in themaelves sufficiont to discrerit
his whole testiirony. Tbes© excomts arc a renresentatiw
aacple of the character of the kt^owledge of re-Chriatian
Ireland in ancient times*
(Jum, Joseph ibid. Page 14
• « n « »

4We know that St. Patrick was brought to Ireland
in his 7;-outh as a slave and that he herded cattle for his
Irish master. If those ancient V/Tlters are correct, if
the pagan Irish were cannaballstic savages, how did the
yoting herdsnian escape being eaten by them? St. Patrick
makes no rrentlon in his "Confecsio" or elsewhere of the
abcaninable practices v^^ich we are asked to believe were
characteristic of the Irish of St. Jerome's day. He could
never have converted the Irish had they been such a
depraved race.
"In this connection it is significant to find
Pr. J. Ouigley, declaring in an article contributed
to the Irish Ecclesiastical Record, official organ of
the Irish Church, May 1950: "St. Patrick tells us in
his "Confessio" that he was a dull scholar, so dull that
his (Irish) convert pupils outshone liim in literary 'know-
ledge and laughed at his rusticity of expression in Latin."
Here v/e discover on the word of St. Patrick hiir.self, that
Ireland was not lacking in rood scholars before his advent
and that these scholi:.rs were thorouglhly familiar with the
Latin language. Latin according to same writers was
cultivated in Ireland for centuries before the coining of
St. Patrick. But Latin scholars are not to be found
among cannibals and incestuous brutes.***
We also find St. Jerome denouncing an Irish
scholar who had the hardihood to censure 1:1 s commontariea
Gum, Joseph ibid. Page 14
f'
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5on the Fplstle of St. Paul to the Ephesians. He calls
him a "most stupid fellow, heavy with Irish porridge"
as cited by Dr. Tenney. The identity of this Irishman
is uncertain. But the fact remains that he was able to
appraise the commentaries rrientioned which shows that he
was versed in Latin, since they are in that language.
The Catholic Encyclopedia states that vTith the exceptions
of his commentaries on Galatians, St. Jerome *s "explana-
tions of the New Testament iiave no great value."
It is burdening credulity too much to see an
Irish scholar able to cross pens with St. Jerome on the
Continent, and at the sam-e time to be required to believe
that he belonged to a race of cannibals with social re-
lationships to match. This pen-duel took place before
the arrival of St. Patrick in Ireland and is one indica-
tion of the absurdity of the theory v/hich holds that the
migration of Irish learned men to the Continent was a
strictly p?ist-Patrician development.
AS aforesaid the early history of Ireland is
shrouded by the veil of legend and myth. 'Ve knov/ not whence
came the first settlers or how they lived or why they
came, revertheless the fact roiaalns that all legend con-
cerning Irish history points to ancient Greece or
Scythla for their first ancestors. These early colonists
are reputed to have come directly while others after short
stays in either Spain or Gaul.* On the whole thougli^early
* Joyce, P. "Concise History of Ireland." Page 55
ll
I
GIrish hlstorTT favors the fllleslan belief ntsTfoly that
Ireland's first settlers cmne froci Spain whence t^ey
had coiso from Greece.
^
The clun or Tribe s^^stem prevall€5d In Irelcmd
as it did In all other countries of i^urope In early
ages* A Clan or Sept consleted or a mirr:ber of ftijnlllos
all of one kindred, living In the sume district and
generally bearing the sanio family nacie, rmch as 0*Donne11
or Mac Curthy. A Tribe vhq a lar^^or group consisting of
several clans or septs, all raore or less distantly
related to one another* A Tribe ocouplod a territory of
which oaeh sept had a separate district, without inter-
ference by other septs of the mme tribe* Over euch
tribe there wus a chief who had authority over ull the
lesser chiefs of each sept in the tribe* If the territory
occupied by the tribe were verjr large the chief was a rl
or kinn*
Before History itself can offer any detail(»d
infomatlon Irel^^nd was ruled by kings of whof» the one
who dwelt at Tuna was usually the highest* He was caller
the A7d*ri, or over kln^, since he clalmoil authority over
all the others* There was also a king for each of the
five provinces • Iielnster,Munster, Connaufjht ,Tnster,tind
Msiiith - who wuo subject to the Ard-rl*
The klnc was invariably chosen fron one parti-
cular ruling family yet with this noteworthy difference
froffi other peoples that Instead of acceptinf^ tho eldsst
son as the legltlnate heir they chose whutevex* msmber of
ll
c
c
7the family they considered the wisest, "best, and bravest.
In this once instance they show themselves V7iser than
their contemporaries who follov/ed the lav; of primogeniture
•
As early as the third century in a well-known piece of
Irish literature, Cairbre, afterwards king of Ireland, is
depicted as asking his father Coi^ac Mac Airt the question:
"For what qualifications is a king elected over countries
and tribes of people? And Corraac in his answer embodied
the views of practically every clan in Ireland down to the
beginning of the seventeenth century. "He is chosen,"
said the king, from the goodness of his shape and family,
from his experience and wisdom, from his prudence and
magnanirriity, from his eloquence and bravery in battle,
and frorr. the number of his friends." He was, however,
always chosen froja the near kindred of the reigning
chieftain.
After the election a day was set for inaugura-
tion. It was indeed a solerpin ceremony. The new king
standing on the Inaucuration Stone swore a solemn oath
in the hearing of all that he would govern his people with
strict justice and that he would observe the laws of the
land and inalntain the old customs of the tribe or kingdom*
^Catholic Fncyclopedia Vol. 2 Article under Brthon Page 754
„j. r» n ti n n n 9 tt n
Joyce, P» W* "The Story of Ancient Irish Civilization"
There v/as always one particular spot for the ceremony
on which usuallv stood u hi^ih mound or fort with an
Inauguration Stone on top and often a great branching
old tree, under the shade of which the main proceedings
were carried on.
r€
8Then he put by his sword: and one of the chiefs, whose
special office it was, pnt into his hand a long, straight,
white wand. This was to signify that he was to govern,
not by violence or harshness, but by justice, and that his
decisions were to be straight and stainless like the vrand.
The kings of Ireland lived alwa^rs in great style
and splendor. They had about than innumerable waiting-men,
servants and chiefs themselves who, noble though they were,
deemed it honorable to serve their king. All held respon-
sible positions but were well paid for their services. The
chief steward was a veritable plenipotentiary. His vi^ord in
matters of the household, i. e. the kitchen waiting service,
bed-chamber attendance, etc», was lav;. There was also a
chief horseman who kept the horses and stables always in
the best of condition* There was a champion v/ho might at
any time be called upon to do single combat with any opponent.
There v;ere Ollaves i.e. learned and distinguished wen of
the several professions - Historians, Poets, Physicians,
Builders, Brehons or Judges, Musicians, and so forth. All
were held in high honor and exercised their several pro-
fessions for the benefit of the king and his household,
for which each had a house and a tract of land free, or
some other equivalent stipend.
Each day the whole company sat in the great hall
at dinner, arranged at table in order of rank; the great
grandees and the Ollaves near the king, others of less
II
r
9Importance lower down while the attendants - when they
were not otherwise occupied «- sat at tables of their own
at the lower end of the hall, ji.ll this has a d^rnocratic
aspect to which no other country could offer an equal*
Of course all this entailed great expense and to enable the
king to live in all the grandeur and splendor becoming
royalty he had a large tract of land free, besides which,
every tenant and householder throughout his d(»iiinion had
to ffiake a yearly payment according to his means. These
payments were irade not in money but in kind. Much incoine
necessarily accrued to the king for he v/as expected to be
lavish in giving presents, and hospitable without stint in
j»eceiving and entertaining guests.
These old Irish kings, it is true, had a free and
easy life, v/hen they were not engaged in warfare* The
Irish took care however that their kings had not too much
power in their hands; so that they could not always do as
they pleased - a proper and wise arrang^ient* They were in
the true sense "linited monarchs." They could not enter on
any iwportan*-, undertaking affecting the kingdom or the public
without consulting their people* On such occasions the king
had to call a meeting of his chief men and ask their advice
and if necessary take their votes when there was a difference
of opinion* Moreover the kings were obliged to obey the law
as well as their subjects*
* Joyce, P. "Social History of Ancient Ireland" This
picture of the society of the ancient Irish kings is
drawn from Joyce •s "Social History of Ancient Ireland."
Ir
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FOT?"^IGN COTJQUESTS
Prcan remote times the Irish had a genius for
war and a love of fighting and it is a universal convic-
tion to-day that this characteristic is no less lacking.
In old tines the Scots - as the Irish were then called-
were well-known for their warlike qualities and very Euch
dreaded; so much so that all manner of v;eird and fabulous
stories re :arding them were believed by the people of the
Continent* One Latin writer tells us that Irish mothers
were v;ont to present the first foot! on the point of a
sword to their newly born male infants, as a sort of
dedication to v/ar. This is obviously an invention yet it
shows nost certainly the reputation that the Irish peoi.le
had earned for theinselves abroad* They fought a great deal
among themselves at home but in this they were not a bit
worse than the English people or the Continental nations
of the same period*
"/hen the first Dane appeared on the coast of
Ireland at the close of the eighth century Ireland could
look back on an authentic history of at least one thousand
years during which no foreigner hjiid attecipted occupation*
Dating from thai very century there is still extant a
history in the old Irish tongue which speaks of the last
invasion of Ireland by the Gaels themselves and of the
establlsiiment of the kingdosm in the time of Alexander the
Great
* Joyce, P. -v. Social History Page 72-73
** Fitzpatrick, Benedict "Ireland and the Making of Britain"
Page 84
'.I
1^
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Prom that time for.vard the Gaels had never known any rule
but Irish rule, administered through all the clans, under
a single royal dynasty and govermrent, called in history
the Milesian, that still endured froic the time v/hen the
last Migration of the Gaels entered the island.
That the old Irish should be warlike is only
what we might expect: seeing that they xwve descended from
the Continental Gauls who in ancient times were renowned
as warriors and conquerors. The Irish vvere not content
T/ith fighting at home but ^ade themselves forrjidable in
Wales and Scotland. For several hundred years - from the
third to the sixth century, and even after - the Irish
streamed continually to Scotland across the narrow sea»
In this way was the civilization which developed to such
a high point in Ireland borne into Scotland, Wales and
throughout the British Isles. The first of these migra-
tions originated in a farolne, rrmch the same as the exodus
from Ireland to America was set going by the terrible famine
of 1847. Some of these migrations were really raids for
pltmder and booty, while others had colonization as their
object. It was not unusual for an Irish chieftain to own
two territories, one in Ireland and the other in Wales or
Scotland.

t
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TEE BREHOK UiP/S
The ancient Irish had a system of laws which
grew up gradually among them from time immemorial. And
there v;ere lau^^ers who made law the business of their
lives. 'Vhen a lawyer was very ditinguished and became
nol)ed for his Imowledge, skill and .justice, he was recog-
nised as cosnpetent to act as a Brehon or judge. A brehon
was also a magistrate by virtue of his position and belonged
to a very ditinct social class. From this word "Brehon" the
old Irish law is no?/ commonly called the "Brehon Law."
Kany of these Brehons were of course connected
with the king yet there were also many v;ho operated in-
dependently much as the lawyers of our own day, judging or
pleading and collecting fees from the litigants in each case*
To becc«ne a laivyer a person had to go through a regular course
of study and training. The subjects were specified with
great exactness and the tim.e was much longer than th^at re-
quired by a yoiing man nowadays who aspires to become a
barrister. Until this \i"hole course had been mastered the
student was not permitted to practise as a lawyer of any
kind - pleaaer, law-agent, professor of law, lav/-adviser, or
Brehon. Lav; was -rerhaps the most difficult of all pro-
fessions to study. For there were many strange terms hard
tc vndo^rstand, all of which had to be learned, many puz -.ling
forms to go through, many circumstances to be taken into
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aceotint in all transactions where law was brought in, or
where trial e took pluce in a Brehon*s >'urt» Ami if tim
sFtallost error were cc«iii2itt©»l or If thore was the leuet
flaw or omission, either by the client or by his lav/yor, it
waa instantly poianced tapon by tho opposing pleader, «md th«
case was likely onou?^ to against them.
The Brehons held court at regular intervals,
where eases were tried* If a rsan v/ere wronged by £inot!ier,
h« suBTinoned hlsn to one of these courts, and tbere were
lawyers to plead for both sides, and witnesses were examined
ae they are to-day; and after the Brehon ^md listened care-
fully to all he rrave his decision* This decision was civon
by the Brehon alone: there v/ere no juries such as wo Iiave
now* If tie verdict was unsatisfactory a higher Brehon
inl£^ht be called to judge the case find if the decision wei^
found unjust the orli^nal Brehon ic^t be forced to return
his fee, pay dajsages and would be in the eyes of the people
so dlscre<^ited that his business would suffer from lack of
eiBplo^tent* Thus the Brehons hud to be very careful in trying
cases i*nd in ?;^;ivlng their decisions*
Ho one was free fror:; the arm of the law, the bluest
people in the land, even kings and queens had to subcnit to
the lawSy like other r>eople* T>ie following tale mlpjit well
illuetrute the true power of tv.e Brehon ^-aws* About the
fourth century there dwelt at Tara a king named Umc Con >7ho8e
queen had u plot of land, not far from the palace, planted
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with glasheen i.e» the ?/ood-plant for djeing blue. In
the neighborhood there lived a female brewy, or keeper
of a hostel for travellers, who had flocks and herds
like all brewys. One night a flock of sheep belonging to
her broke into the queen's grounds, and ate up or destroyed
the whole crop of glasheen; whereupon the queen summoned
her for darriages»
In due course the case came before the king
(for the queen would not appear before an ordinary Brehon)
and on hearing the evidence he decided that the sheep
should be forfeit to the queen to pay for the crop» Uow,
although the glasheen was an expensive and valuable crop,
the sheep were worth a great deal more; and the people
were enraged at this unjust sentence; but they dared not
speak out, for Mac Ccn vas a usurper and a tyrant*
/iiRong the people present at the trial was a
handscMiie^ noble*looklng boy, who being by nature lust-
Einded, could not contain himself when the unfair and
oppressive sentence was read; and he cried out amid the
dead silence: "That is an unjust jud^entl Let the fleece
be given up for the glasheen - the sheep-crop for the land-
crop - for both will grow againl"
The king v/as astonished and enraged, and became
still more so when the people exclaimed with one voice:
"That is a true judrjment, and he who has pronounced it is
surely the son of a klng^"
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In this way the people, to their great joy,
discovered who Cormac was» How he managed to escape the
vengeance of the king we are not told; hut escape he did;
and after a tiire the usurper v/as expelled from Tara, and
Gonnac was put in his place • To this day Cormac Mac Art
is celebrated in Irish records as a skilful lavr|;-er and
writer on law, and as the wisest and most illustrious of
all the ancient Irish kings*
As soon as the Irish had learned the art of
writing, they began to write dov/n their lav/s in books.
There is every reason to believe that before the time of
St. Patrick the pagan Brehons "lad law books* But they
were full of paganism - pagan gods, pagan customs, and
pagan expressions - and they would not answer for a
Christian people. So about six years after St« Patrick's
arrival, when Christianity had been pretty widely spread
through Ireland, he saw that it was necessary to have a
new code, suitable for the new and pure faith, and he ad-
vised Laeghaire (Laery), the Ard-ri, to take steps to have
the laws revised and re-written. The king, seeing this
could not be avoided appointed nine learned and ^Inent
persons - of whom he himself and St. Patrick were two -
to carr^^ out this iciportant v;ork. At the end of three 7/oars
these nine produced a new code, quite free from any taint
of paganism: and this book got the name of Senchus Vimt^
meaning "great old law-book •**
rIf
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There seen;s to have been no hard and fast line
drawn between civil and criminal offences in the Brehon
Law* Ti-iey were both tried in the saine way before a Brehon
who heard the case argued, and either acquitted or else found
guilty and assessed the fine. In the case of a criirie ccarardtted
by an individual all the sept were liable. If the offence
vj-ere one against the person and the criminal happened to die,
then the liability of the sept was wiped out, for, according
to the iraxiin "the criKC dies V7ith the criminal.*** If, however,
the offence had been one causing damage to property or causing
material loss, then the sept remained still liable for it,
even after the death of the criminal. This regulation re-
sulted in every irieinber of the sept having a direct interest
in suppressing crime. Penalties and fines v/ere proportioned
to the dignity and wealth of the person coiriroittlng the crime.
Also an assault on a person of rank was more severely Dunished
than one on an ordinary man. Fines for crimes against the
person were particularly heavy; tv,'o cows, for instance, was
the fine for a blow which raised a lump by did not draw the
bloocl . The punishrrients av/arded by the Brehons '^re of a
riost humane character. There is no trace of torture or of
ordeal in the ancient Irish law.
Ancient Irish law was not produce*' by a process
resembling legislation, but grew up gradually around the
dicta * Judgjnents of the most famouii Brehons.- There were
* Cath. Kncy. Vol. 2 Page 755
r
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only foviT periods in the entii^e history of Ireland v/hen
special laws v;ere said to have been enacted by legisla-
tive authority: first during the reign of Comae Mac
/l.vt
Quuts in the third century? second, ^hen St. Patrick came:
third by Cormac Mac Culinan, the Klng«»Bishop of Cashel,
who died in 903; and lastly by Brian Boru, about a century
later. But the great nass of the Brehon code appears to
have been traditional or to have grown with the slow
grov/th of custom. Some authorities consider the ntenber of
books upon law in old tires to have been legion They
perished, with so much of the rest of Irish literature,
under the horrors of the English invasion and the penal
laivs, v;hen an Irish manuscript was a source of danger to
the possessor.
The essential idea of modem law is entirely
absent from the Brehon 's, if by law is n:eant a command,
given by some one possessing authority to do or to for-
bear doing a certain thing under pains and penal ties
•
There is no sanction laid down In the Brehon laws against
those who violated them, nor did the State provide any
such sanction. This 7/as the great inlierent wealcness of
Irish jurisprudence, that It lacked the strong controlling
hand of a strong central government to enforce its decisions.
It is a v/eakness inseparable from a tribal organization.
When a Brehon had heard a case and delivered his judgment,
there was no machinery of lav; set in motion to force the
litigant to accept it. The only executive uuthoMty in
rC
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iff- ancient Ireland which lay behind the decision of the
judge was the traditional obedience and ^ood aense of the
people, and it does not appear that this was ever found
wanting. The Brehons -ever appear to have hud any trouble
in getting decisions accepted by the cocirnon people. The
public appear to have seen to it that the Brehon's deci-
sion was always carried out. This was indeed the very
essence of democratic government, with no executive
authority behind it but the will of the people. There
can be no doubt vvhatever that the syst^ trained an
intelligent and law-abiding public. Even Sir JohJi Davies,
the Elizabethan jttplst, confesses, "there is no nation or
people under the Sunne that doth have equall and indifferent
justice better than the Irish; or v/ill rest better satisfied
with the execution thereof although it be against theaiiselves
so that they may have the protection and benefit of the
law when upon juct cause they do desire it."*
Cath. Ency. Vol. 2 Page 756
f
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TRK DTmiDS
When l3*eland was pagan the people vere taiagiht
thoir rolL^^on, tmeh aa it was, by Druids* Thene Dralda
were the most leamod men of the tine, and the^f hail in
their hands ull the learned urofesslens • they were not
only Druid but judges, prophets, poets and even physi-
cians* iliey were the only teuchere and were ousployofi to
instruct the sons and daughters of kings and chiefs in
whatever learning wua then known* *rhey were also advisors
to kings iind people on all important oecusionsj so they
were^ as we can well understand, held in hi(^ rsttration
and ej^orcised (^reat itifluence* They hue the reputation of
being mig^tSTisiagiciana and could do many wonderful things
as our old rotcontic stories tell, nd as people firmly
bel5eve«i* Many instances of th«ir power are related in
old Irish tales* They could raise a aagic foe, bring
darkness in the dayy they could bring dawn showers of
fire or blood, cause snowfttll in smaner or brinr^ stonns
and tempests on land or sea* They could drive a man wad
by their sorcery - u ower which was dreaded t oat of all
by the people in general*
The Irish were not alone in this superstitious*
ness for the Greeks aiid Rowians of old had • liS know -
their augurs or soothsayers, who forecasted the future,
like the Druids, and by much the s^iine observutions, signs
and tokens* 'e nu^'t not judge these ancient peo:-)le whetVer
rc
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Greek, Kc«nan or Irish ^ too severely for believing in these
prophets, for althotigji tliere are no Druids or soothsayers
now, y/e have amongst us plenty of palmists and fortune-
tellers of various kinds, who make a good living out of
those people who are sir: Die enough to believe in them*
There were Druids in every purt of Ireland;
but Tara v;as their chief seat, where they were most powerful
and those who have read the early histor^r of Ireland will
recollect St. Patrick's contest v:ith them in the jjresence
of king Laeghaire and his court, and how he put them down
in argument.
The pagan Irish had ir.any gods and many idols.
AiT-ong other things they worshipped the Faiid.es and there
still exist in Ireland to-day superstitious folk v/ho thirik
that the Fairies, called Shea, still dev/ll in the old lisses
raths, or forts that are scattered everywhere througlioiit
Ireland. Mannanan Mac Lir v/as the Irish sea-god like
Neptune of the Greeks and Raiians. Angus Llac-an-uge v/as a
mighty magician, v.-ho had his glorious palace under the
great laound of Brugh or the Boyne. Tlriere were many other
gof^s and goddesses. Poets, physicians aiid stniths had three
gods T?;hom they severally worship^-,ed, three sisters all named
Brigit. Besides ^ods and goddesses there were fairy-queens,
witch-hages, goblins and sprites.
r*
C
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The idols worshipped by the pagan Irish were
nearly all of them stones, mostly pillar-stones wMch were
sometimes covered over v/ith gold, silver or bronze. The
people also worshipped the elements. The worship of wells
was very universal. These later '.vere afterwards used as
baptismal fountains by St. Patrick, St. Columlcille and
other early missionaries so that though they were no longer
worshipped, they were us much venerated by the Christians
as they had been by the pagans
•
It must not be supposed that each of the objects
mentioned above was worshipped by all the people of Ireland.
Each person infkct worshipped whichever he pleased and It
was usual for individuals or a tribe to choose scarte idol
or element or pagan divinity which they held in veneration
as their special guardian god»
r
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THE BARDS
This class fon^s the tlii2?d of the privileged
classes that dwelt in Ireland in ^)re'-Chrlstian days* Under
this term we include both poets and chroniclers. SometiiTies
history and poetry are represented as distinct branches of
leaz^lng in ancient Erin; it is certain however thy.t in pre-
Christian tiroes, and long after the introduction of
Christianity, the chronicler made poetry the niediurn of
preserving and comrrunicating to posterity both the s^^nealogical
and historical records of his tribe and clan. Until St*
Patrick came only three classes of persona were peiroitted
to spealc in public In Erin: a Chronicler to relate events
and tell stories; a Poet to satirize and eulogize; a Brehon
to pass sentence from precedents and ccffiimentaries* For a
long time the judicature had belonged to the poets alone
but later the profession of the jiMige and poet became quite
distinct. Tiowever the Chronicler and Poet drew together so
that one term is if3entical with the other.
The training in this profession was quite as
rigorous as that pursued by the Brthons. The Ollamh Poet
or "Doctor of Poetry" was required by law to spend at least
tv/elve 7rears in careful preparation for his final "dr-gree"
and to have prepared for public recitation seven tliaes fifty
tales or stories of battle, courtships, voyages, cattle-
spoils, sieges, slaughters or other similar Inctldents.
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He was also required to be perfectly familiar with the
pedigrees of the principal families, their topographical
distribution, the synchronisms of remarkable events both
at home and abroad, and the etymologies of names in ^rin.
He was besides required to know the artistic rules of
poetry and to have a knowledge of the seven kinds of verse
and their various metres. It is evident that these manifold
accomplisliments required long and careful study; and the
necessity of this training explains the wonderful accuracy
of Ireland's ancient historical and genealogical records.
Ho man was qualified to become a Doctor of Poetry who vma
not able to ccxapose anJjt extempore stanza on any subject^
proposed to him. Many of the works of these ancient poets
are preserved for us in the Book of Loinster or the Book
of the Dun Cow or the other books found in the monasteries
or palaces
•
Ve
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THE O'lHAM ALPMDET
The use of letters and most probably of i^<Mnan
letters was quite conxmon in Erin before the corning of St»
Patrick. Besides the Homan alphabet there was however an
earlier and ruder alphabet which seerris to have been used
in Erin even In pre-historic times. This is called the
Ojiiam alphabet. All loiowledge of this alphabet was com-
pletely lost until the year 1820 when Mr. John Windele
discovered the first inscription in the county Cork.
Since that time no less than 200 inscribed stones
have been discovered in various narts of tlie country, but
especially in the South and ^Vest. Twenty-two stones have
been found in "''ales and Devonshire and ten in Scotland.
Mr. Brash of Cork has very painstakingly examined these
stones and he believes the Ogham to have been invented not
in Ireland but somewhere in the East v/hence it was carried
to Egypt and Spain and thence to Ireland* Since the stones
have no Christian symbols he traces them all to pre-
Christian times. The key to the interpretation of the
0 jham is contained in the Book of Ballymote and also in
the Book of Leinster. Bury in contradiction to Mr. Brash
states that this alphabet v;;as probably a nativo invention
since such inscriptions are found only in Ireland and in
regions of the British Isles which came within the Ta.n^e
of Irish influence.*
*Bury, J. B. "The Life of St. Patrick and his Place in
History" Page 185
I
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METALLURGY
There can be no more conclusive proof or test
of the exact state of prehistoric civilization than tliat
which is afforded by the general knovjlet'^e and use of
metals. Of the savage tribes of Africa some are ^ell
acquainted v/ith iron, and therefrori manufacture vzeaponsj
they are also possessed of gold; but when we come to the
use of metals v;hich require great exi^crience in mining to
recognize them in their natural state, and when we find a
composite cietal of which the parts are laixed in proper
proportions, we arrive at a very advanced sta^^ of
metalltirgy.
"Froir4 the earliest times in the history of
Western lAirope Ireland has been renowned for her work in
iTietal. The first metal used was copper and cox^per weapons
are found in Ireland dating frcm 2000 B.C. or even earlier,
the beautiful designs of vrhlch show that the early irJiabi-
tants of the country were skilled workers In metal. Fields
of copper exist all along the southern seaboard of Ireland,
numbers of flat copper celts or axes have been fouiwi
modelled on the still earlier stone iii;plenients. By degrees
the influence of the early stone axe disappears una axes of
a true metal t:;pe are developed. Primitive copper knives
and avjls are also abundant. The fineness of the early copper
work is seen at its best In the mm.erous copper halberd
»
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blades found in Ireland • These blades varying froca nine
to sixteen inches in length, were fastened at rigiit angles
by rivets into vTooden shafts* The blades show a slight
sickle-like curve and are of the highest 'i?o^ kTrianship # Hal-
berds soEeVifhat similar in type have been found in Spain,
Korth Gennany and Scandinavia •
^Between the years 2000 and 1800 B^C. the primitive
metal-v/orkers discovered that bronze, a mixture of tin and
copper, v;;^s a more suitable metal than pure copper for the
loanufacture of weapo s; und the first period of the bronze
age Liay be dated from 1800-1500 B.C* Tne bronze celts at
first differed little from those iiiade of copper, but gradually
the type developed from the plain wedge-shaped celt to the
beautiful socketed celt, wliich appears on the scene in the
last or fifth division of the bronze age (900-360 B.C.).It
v/as during the age of bronze that spears came into general
use, as did the sword and rapier. The early spear-heads
were simply knife-shaped bronze weapons riveted to the ends
of shafts, but by degrees the graceful socketed spear-heads
of the late bronze age were developed.
*Stone moulds for casting the early forms of
weapons have been found, but as, the art of metal working
becam* perfected, the use of sand moulds was discovered with
the result that there are no extant examples of moulds for
* Dunn & Lennox - Glories of Ireland "Irish Metal ""ork"
Article in the above book Pages 78-79
G
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casting the more developed forms of weapons. The bi»onze
weapons - celts, svyoinis and spear-heads - are often highly
decorated. In these decorations can be traced the connec-
tion between the early Irish civilization and that of the
eastern R'editerranean. The bronze age civilisation in
Europe spread westward from the eastern Mediterranean
either by the southern route through Italy, Spain, France
and thence to Ireland or as scetns iroro probable up the
river Danube then down the Elbe and so to Scandinavia
whence traders by the north of Scotland introduced the
motives and pat ems of the Aegean into Ireland. "Whichever
way the eastern civilization penetrated into Ireland it
left England practically untouched in her primitive barbarity.
*0f gold work for which Ireland is especially
famous the principal feature in the bronze age was the
lunula, a crescent-shaped flat gold omairent generally
decorated at the ends of the crescent. These lunulae are
found in profusion all over Ireland.
*CTold collars are numerous in Ireland and also
date froiB tbe brone.e age. The earliest form of collar is
"tore" of tv/jsted gold. Another type, later in date thtm
the tore, is the f^old rinf;-shaped collar. Tr'o splendid
examples of this latter type were found at Clonrracnoia
the decoration of which in La Tene, or trumpet, pattern,
*Dunn & Lennox -Glories of Ireland- "Irish Metal "/ork"
Article in the above book Pa^es 73-79
i
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shov/s the connection between the Irish and continental
designs* A find of prehistoric gold omaiuents in county
Clare should be mentioned* An imnense ntsnbor v;as there
discovered in 1854 hidden together in a cist, the value
of tlie whole being estimated at over feSOOO*
'^After the bronze age coKes tlie iron age. Tlie
introduction of iron wrought a great change in metal v/orking
but as iron is a rnetal very subject to oxidation, comparatively
few early iron remains are found* There are some wwords of
an early pattern in the National Museum at Dublin*"
That the ancient Irish v/ere familiar with rnines
and with the modes of scielting and of extracting metals of
various kinds from the o3'*e, is sliown by frequent notices of
mines and mining both in the Brehon La'v7s and In the general
literature* 'i?he Laws enumerate eleven things that add to
the value of land, among which is a mine of copper or of
iron* The Senchus Mor mentions a penalty for digging a
silver Uiine v/ithout the peraission of the ov;nor* An
ancient Irish r.?anuscript tract of the Brehon Lav/s quoted
by Petrie gives the pay of the delver v/ho digs copper ore*
V¥hen Conall Cernach was fighting the men of Connaught while
retreating in his chariot he caine to a river* There were
miners v/ashing ore in the river above him* Here the washing
of ore is rientioned as quite an ortlinary occurre ice and in
*Dunn & Lennox - Glories of Ireland - "Irish Metal "'ork"
Article in the above book. Pages 78-79
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many others of the oldest Irish tracts the smelting of ore
is frequently referred to as a matter very familiar*
This documentary evidence is confirmed by
testiraony of Sir Richai»d Griffith v/ho remarks tlmt the
ntnnber of ancient mine excavations still visible in every
part of Ireland oro/e that an ardent spirit of mining
adventure Eust have pervaded the country at some roriote
period. Ue instances old copper lainea at Kluciruss near
Killamey, and at Ballydahob in Cork and the lead mines
of Milltovm in Clare, the oldest mines perhaps in Ireland*
In these last many rude tools ivere found such us oaken
shovels and iron picks of extraordi nr.ry size and weigJ^it.
In Ireland as elsewhere copper was known before
Iron* It was almost always used as bronze* ' e have An-
questionable docmnentary evidence such as the Confession
of St. Patrick that iron was in foLniliar use in Ireland
in the fifth century of the Ciiristian era: and as we learn
from Tacitus that the Caledonians used iron swords in his
time, it Is certain that this irsetal 'u-as used in Ireland as
early as the first century. iiLiong the pagan reLiains found
in a Cam at Loughcrew were many speciniens of iron imple-
ments all as ciiglrit be expected very much corroded by rust*
A fair estimate of the development of the arts
and crafts of ancient Erin tray also be formed frcOT the fact
that the Brehon Laws contain so much material concerning th
ras
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workers in these trades. Tbpoushout the laws very
definite rules and regulations are set down with re-
gard to the various crafts, ii single "£?ord or indeed
a fev; words do not suffice to describe tlio different
sciences but very many titles each describing a separate
occupation demonstrate very clearly the high developmeiit
which work with nsetals and stone had reached in Ireland*
Soine craftsmen worked exclusively in stone others in
brass, iron, copper, gold or silver or tin* Some were
solely shelters, miners, braaiers or artists in the
strict sense cf the word. An on-umeration of the various
titles or occupations concerned only with work in netal
show in no uncertain v;ay the ramifications and sub-
dlv5.sions that the HiCtallic art had undergone even in
pagan Ireland.
Many evidences, both from ancient writings or
legends and archaoolojjical discovery, further emphasise the
importance of the development of the metallic art and the
importance attached to its environs and connections. It
is certain that gold and silver mines were worked in
Ireland from tlie most reioote antiquity; cind that gold was
found anciently in much greater abundance than it has been
In recent times. Our oldest traditions record not only
the existence of the mines, but also the names of kings
who had theci worked and even those of the artificers.
rc
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'^e have in the annals, records r/hich show that gold was
everywhej^e i^ithin 2»each of the vjealthy, and was used by
them In personal decoration arui in the v/oi»ds of art.
Bttt thour^h the home prodtjco was abundant it
hardly !:ept pace \-rith the demand; for the hi[^er classes
had quite a passion for 30Id ornaments; and sorne of onr
oldest traditions record the iTnt^ortatlon of gold, and
article^s of r^ld; just as horses, cloaks and bronze
articles were iraported. • For extajriple we are told in a
legend in the Boole of Leinster that Credne, the great
Dedannan caird or artificer v/as drov.T^ed while bringing
golden ore fror; Spain. The general timthJ'ulness of these
traditions and. records Is fully borne out by the nyeat
quantities of p.olden omainents found in every part of the
country • inuring the lasc two centuries innumerable c,ol6.en
articles of various kinds ha^'o been dug up fron the bottom
of a bog near the village of Cullen, on the borders of
Liinericlr and Tipperary as well as many of the isiplements
used by the old ^ioldsmlths in their \.ork such as ci'ucibles,
bronze ladles, etc; from which it is probably as 0* Gurry
remarks that this place was anciently inhabited by a race
of goldsi iths v;ho carried on there the manufacture for
generations*
As in the case of [:,ol6. we have also very ancient
legends about silver* Our old legendary histories tell us
mmm
r
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that i:ing Enna Airgthech v?ho reigned about a century and a
half after Tigeminas, was the first that made sliver shields
in Ireland,wMch he distributed among his chieftain friends.'""
The legend goes on to say that they were made at a place
called Argetros or Silvenvood, situated in Kilkenny, which
was said to derive its nar.e frorr- those silver shields. Like
gold, silver was also imported from Spain. In the house of
Gerg there were drinking-bo?,'ls with rims ornamentec with
silver broug}it from Spain.
On many of the speciniens of rnetal v;ork preserved
in the ''Taticnal Museum m&j be se n enconel patterns v.orked
with exquisite skill, showing that the Irish artists vere
thorough masters of this branch of art. Their enai.iel was a
sort of v;hitish or yellowish transparent glass as a founda-
tion, colored with different metallic oxides. It v/as fused
on the surfact of a heated metal, v^here it adhered, n.nd was
worked v/hile soft into various patterns. Red or crirrison
enajTiCl which seeirs to have been a favorite v/as called
cruan, fror the Irish word cru, blood. Hie art of enaineling
was coL^non to the Celtic people of Great Britain and Ireland
in ^re-Christian as well as in Christian tiroes j and beautiful
specimens have been found In both countries, some obviously
Christian and others as their designs and other characteristics
sbow, beloncrlng to rerote p^gan ages. This art like all the
others was taken up and improved by the Christian artists who
used it in metal work with the interlaced ornamentation, similar
to that in the Book of Kells and other rr.anuscrlpts.
*Joyce, P.B.-A Social History of /mcient Ireland Vol. I Page 557
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Hie earliest mon-jirent to which we can point
as shcv/ing any trace of aesthetic ambition is Stonebenge»
Its huge blocks are not rough but hewn and. their disposi-
tion sho¥;s a feeling for syirarietry and artistic suborciina-
tion.r;hich may aljnost be called cultivated* These huge
stone monuments represent the first stage in the develop-
ment of Celtic art**
For the itRost part in pagar. tiiaes work in stone
was principally concerned v/ith the manufacture of weapons
and rude tools* Innumerable examples of these exhibited
both in the British Kuseum in London and the National
Museum in Dublin while they sho^i' no great ability being
very crude nevertheless prove that the Irish v/ere in no
way inferior in the making of stone weapons to their
contemporaries*
Armstrong, ^ir "alter - Art in Great Britain and Ireland
Page 1
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MUSIC
•^lusic,'"' says TliCGiias Davis, "is the first faculty
of the Irish* No en^y speaks slightingly of Irish rmizlc,
and no friend need fear to boast of it» It is v/ithout a
rival." The ir'iportance which the Irish placed -upon i2<usic is
emphasised tnr the rigid training they expected an ollamh to
submit to, and also by the various and nimieroTiS classifica-
tions inlio Vi'hich their musicians ivero divided. In Kac
Plrhis's manuscript Book of Genealogies there is evidence
that the nunber of Irish minstrels ^7as very great; and there
is a record of nine different irusical instmisents in use**
Keccateus, the great geographer quoted by
Diodorus, is the first who Kientions the natne Celt, and ho
describes che Celts of Ireland, five hundred years before
Christ, as singing son s in praise of Apollo, and playing
melodiously on t?ae harp.
'There is scarcely any rooiri for doubt that the
pre-Christian inhabitants of Ireland had the use of letters.
The XDeham scale and the ogham music tablature* Ihe Breesay
inscription furnishes an early example of music scoring and
it is quite apparent that the inscrlber regarded the Of^am
and the quaint tablature eniployed as one and the sjanc - In
fact three of the mystic strokes are Identical vvith throe
musical signs. Inasmuch therefore as there are genuine
*Flood, Grattan - A History of Irish Kusic - Page 4
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Ogham inscriptions dating from the third century we are
forced to believe that the umsic tablattire also coexisted
at the tome early period.* *
Ccnstantine TJigra writes - the first certain
examples of rhyme are foiand on Celtic soil and amongst
Celtic nations in songs made by poets, who are either of
Celtic cririn theriselves or had long resided among the
Celtic races • Final assonance, or rhyrrie can have
been derived solely from the laws of Celtic philology
Father Bewerunge professor of ecclesiastical
chant ii: I'ayiiooth College expresses his conviction as
follo'.v3 - It is thoiiglit that the old Irish melodies con-
tain rlthin them the geiro that may be developed into a
fresh luxuriant grov^th of Irish music. r;o\: the Irish
rrielodies holong to a stage of iJiusical development verj
BTuch anterior to that of Gregorian Cliant» Being based
on a Pentatonic Scale they reach back to a period altogether
previous to the davm of musical history.""**^
Flood, Grattan - A liiotory Of Irish Music - Page 4
** n If nnnuit n 5
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Considering by way of jresume all the material
so fur dificussed w© fnake the followlnf; conclusions:*
1) . That long befoi»e the Christian era tho
ancient Irish have a very definite pollticul organisation.
2) » That they had a code of laws tJiat was well
suited to the state of society that then existed , and that
5). flatlvo learning was actively cultivated
under the direction of two learned classes called Piniids
and Bards who were priests, poo ts^ historians and judges
as veil as teachers*
4) . That the pagan Irish had a knowledge of
letters
•
5) • That they had developed many useful arts
siMl W6re skilled and artistic craftsmen both in tTiOtal
work and stone-carving.
6) m That they excelled in tho art and scionc©
of Music.
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INTRODUCTION OF CHRISTIAUITY IIITO IRELAND
Unlike the natives of Britain the Irish in pre-
Christian tiii-es were not brought into contact v/ith Roman
Institutions or Roman culttire. In consequence they had
created and developed a civilization of their own that was
in some respects without equal. They were far advanced in
the knowledge of rrsetal-work; they engaged in cornmerce; they
loved FiUsic and had an acquaintance with letters; and when
disputes arose among them, these were settled in duly con-
stituted courts of justice, presided over by a trained law-
yer, instead of being settled by the stern arbitraiTient of
force. Druidism was their pagan creed and it would be diffi-
cult to find any iiiinisters of religion who were hold in
greater awe than the Druids.
Commerce and war brought the Irish into contact
with Britain and the continent and thus was Christianity
gradually introduced into the island. During the fourth
century there were in Ireland as well as in other western
sections of Europe groups of Christians who conducted their
religious practice with much independence a«d little or no
organization. Gradually however the Popes at Rome began
to recognize this evil and turned their attention to recti-
fying it. It is then at the beginning of the fifth century
that Pope Augustive sought to bring organization to the
Christians dwelling in Ireland. Exactly how there happened
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to be Christians in Ireland is not known but it is most
probable that Christianity spread to her shores in uruch
the same way that it spread to other districts lying out-
side the pale of Rome.
The conversion of tlie Goths had been due to the
hostilities which brought Christian captives to their land
and not to the Fiissionary enterprises of the Church. "Sons
of the Church led captive by enemies riiade their masters
serve the gospel of Christ, and taught the faith to those
to whom the fortune of war had enslaved them."
Foreign soldiers v;ho enliste^^ in the airoy of the
Empire constituted another channel by which knowledge of
Christianity was conveyed to the barbarians • Often times
these soldiers came under Christian influences in their
garrisons and when they returned to their own hones beyond
the Imperial frontier they carried the faith with them.
That trade and ccrffnerce played a great part in the
spread of Christianity to distant parts cannot be doubted.
Ireland irust truly have been affected by all three channels.
Her people as noted before was constantly conducting foreign
raids, returning with captives. This v/as true particularly
of Bri tain and Britain since the fIrat century had been
within the Empire* It is not unlikely that some of Erin's
native sons attracted by the glair;or of the Etaplre's con-
quests had joined he army and tlnis encountered Christianity
only to bring back tales of this new religion. Tlie Irish
had always been noted as great travellers and in this way
Christianity may have trickled Into Ireland.
I
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Thus we have indicated some of the v/ays in v/hich
Christianity was spread abroad and in what manner Christian
cc^Bununities were planted in lands outside the Empire. Bury
tells us that up to the sixth century the extension of the
faith to the barbarians was not due to the direct efforts or
deliberate design on the part of the Church but to the rela-
tions hostile and pacific which arose between the ^pire
and its neighbors..
It was only after the Roman Eiripire had become
officially Christian through the conversion of Constantino
that the conversicn of neighboring states really began:
Just after that event the victorious religion began to
spread generally in Gaul and Britain. It would be difficult
to estimate how great was the impetus which this religion
derived for the acceleration of its progress, from its accept-
ance by the head of the Rcanan State. Anothor force tliat
contributed greatly to the spread of Ciiristianity arises
from the profound respect v/hich the barbarians had for the
Empire and the Roman name throughout all their hostllkities
and injuries. While they were unconsciously dismetibering
it, they believed in its impregnable stability; Europe v/ith-
out the laiipire v;as unimaginable; the dominion of Rome seemed
to them part of the universal order, as eternal as the great
globe itself. Taking into account this immeasurable reverence
for Rome v/o oan disceiMi what prestige a religion would acq\jlre
for neighboring peoples when it became the religion of the
r
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Roman People and the Roman State. Could a people find any
more powerful protector than the Deity who was v/orshipped
and fearer, by the greatest "nation" on earth?
We are not surprised then at the beginning of
the fifth century when we find Pope Celestine intending
to send a deacon to organise "those believing in Christ"
who dv/ell in Ireland and Britain, at that time a great
heresy. Pelagian!sm had been crushed in Gaul and through-
out estem Europe* The heresy vms compelled to hide its
head in Britain and its poisonous doctrine had been spread-
ing throughout the island until the pillars of the British
Church ^7ore alarined and they sent pressing nessages across
the sea to invite their Gallic brethren to send able champions
over to put down the heresy* Palladius because of his
experience in combatting this heresy in Gaul aiwi Britain
under Gennanus was sent by Celestine in 431 A.D. more than
likely at the bidding of the Irish Christians who sought
to destroy the heresy* Discouraged and a failure Palladius
returned to Britain after a brief stay on his mission and
then in 432 Celestine sent St* Patrick, who was destined
to become the Apostle of Ireland*
Palladiua it is true v/as able to accomplish
little or notlilng that woald have any permanent effect on
subsequent Irish liistory* He Is however credited v/ith the
founding of three Churches* He was sent of course not as a
missionary to convert pagans but merely as an organizer to
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those Chris tiaiis that dwelt in Ireland* He was chosen
because of his familiarity, experience and capacity for
dealing with the Pelagian heresy v/hich then harassed the
Church in Ireland as well as the whole of v/estem
Christendom* The historical sigs:iificance of his appearance
in Brin, nevertheless does not lie in any slight ecclesias-
tical or theological success he n:ay have accomplished; but
it ie significant because it was the first manifestation of
the authority of Rome in Ireland* The cording of Pallacius
was the first link in the chain which bound Ireland - for
sone centuries loosely - to the spiritual centre of v/estem
Surope*
The conversion of Ireland to Christianity has
its place among those niajilfcld changes by which a new IJurope
was being fomied in the fifth and succeeding centuries*
The beginnings of the work had been noiseless and dateless,
due to the play of accident and the obscure zeal of nai.eless
pioneers; but it was organized and established so that it
could never be undone by the efforts of one nan who devoted
his life to the task.
There is not in all Irish history a single
character who has contributed so much or who is more
universally venerated than St* Patrick* ^ibout the early
years of his life we know very little only v;hat v/e find
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in his "Confession.*' His father CalpTiimlue, wus unquestion-
ably a Homan decurlon and belonged to the village of Bonavaa
Taberniao.* Rero Patrick was born in 389 A«D. anil probably
livofi a normal lifo until he was slxtoen years old when he
Wtt8 capturod by some Irish froe-booters and carried off to
Ireland, there to tend his inaeter's flocks ae a iiienial slave*
In his Confession we read that "After I had come to Ireland
I W&0 diiily tending shoep, and ir>any times in tho day I prayed
and more and more the love of God, and Ilia faith and foar,
grew in me, and the spirit v/as stirrodj so that in a single
day I havo aaid as many us a liundred prayers, ^lid in a night
nearly the stune, so that I remained in tho woods and upon
the mountains and before the dawn I vyas called to prayer by
the snov/ the Ico and the rain and I did not suffer frou tli«n
nor was thor© any sloth in me, as Isee now, bocauso then the
spirit ras burning within ine#**
Six years were thus passed In slavery with Patrick
tending his iijaiiter's flocks. Six years of solitude and
meditation in close union with nature aroused in liim u
higher undGrstamling of the Alml/jlity. Hiis urwlorstaiiding
developed by long periods of fastings, exposure arid prayer
over a ntretoh of six years urousotl in tlie young Lian of
twejsty-tv/o a deep religious piety and conviction. In the
ways of a benign Providence the six years of Patrick's
captivity bocauie a remote preparation for ills future aposto.late«
*We cannot with any certainty identify its locality, Dury
places it moot probably sout}i of the V/all of Hadrian some-
where in western Britain not far from the coast.
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He acquired a perfect knowledge of the Celtic tongue in which
he would one day announce the glad tidings of Redemption."'
Pronpted by "voices" he finally fled from his
master's farm and sought passage frcsn the shores of Ireland
in a ship which a voice in his dreams had told him would he
in readiness to depart. He found the ship but the captain
roughly refuse(3 hini passage only to send after him v/hen the
rebuffed Patrick turned away to return to the hut where he
dwelt to offer up pra-^er."^ They were three days at sea and
afterwards reached land to travel twenty-eight days through
a desert. Patrick remained with this band sixty days when
they ultimately reached human habitations.
After a few years Patrick succeeded in making his
way back to Britain to be received by his kindred. Kis kin
received him as a son and earnestly besought him not to ex-
pose himself to fresh dangers but to remain ¥/ith them for
the rest of his life. Visions soon haunted him and he heard the
voices of the Irish beseeching him to return and once mo3?e v/alk
among them. The memo2?y of the pagan darkness in which they
lived haunted him day and night so that he formed the resolu-
tion to devote his life to their conversion. He determined
to prepare himself thoroughly before attempting to carry on
his mission and set out for /»uxerre where he intended studying
Vol XI Page 554
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under St. Martin of tours, vfhcxa some have Clained as Ills
relative. T'is steadfast will was shown by the manner in
which he set a 'rout preparing himself for his noble work.
The years of his captivity served to open his mind to a
higher spiritual life, but could afford him no opportunity
of adding to his purely literary knowledge, so that when he
went first to iCuxerre to study he was indeed a holy but not
a learned young man. Re knew that if he was to succeed he
must come with support and resources and fellow T/orkers,
accredited and in touch with the Christian cotnr: unities
which already existed in Ireland. Re needed not only
theological study and the counsels of men of learning and
light but material support and official recognition.
V^y Patrick chose Auxerre as t^.e place of his
study is unknown yet it may have been that there was some
special link or intimacy between the Church of .lUxerre and
one of the British sees. Perhaps some particular interest
had been exhibited at Auxerre in the Christian comrrmnities
of Ireland. There is, in fact, evidence wliich points to
the conclusion that Auxerre was a resort of Irish Christians
for theological study. Any of these reasons may have been
the one to lead Patrick to Auxerre if it were not the fact
of his relationship with St. I.iartin of Tours as sonchave
claimed •*
* Bury, J. B. Life of St. Patrick Page 49
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At Atixerre he sttidiecl under St. Martin and also
iHMier St. Germanus. Both these r en by their rigorous pious
lives developed strong discipline of life in young Patrick*
At Auxerre he gave hinself up to prayer, penance and Severed
study in order to prepare hin'self for that hig!i r/ission of
which God as yet had only given hini a dim vision* Latin
was difficult for him. He never learned to write it v/ell
or even graiiiinatically. But his purpose was fixed.
Patrick was ordained deacon before long and foui*-
toen years passed before he set fort}i on his chosen tack.
This long delay can hardly be accounted for by the necessities
of an ecclesiastical training. There must have been other
impediments or difficulties. He intiuiates himself that he
Y/as not encouraged. Those to whom he looked up for counsel
considered his project rash and himself unqualifies' for such
a work. His rusticitas or want of liberal education was
urged against him; and perhaps a failure to win support is
sufficient explanation of the delay.
At all events Patrick had a discreet if not a
TBipathetic jfuide in GeiVianus, head of the church at ..uxerre.
Patrick soon v;on his favor and accompanied him to Britain in
429 and there v-itnessed the fauious "Alleluiali Victoi'y'* over
the Saxons and Picts. Uost of the authorities believe that
It was Germanus who sent Patrick to Pope Celestine to receive
episcopacy and authority for the Irish mission.* Celestin©
Stoke»s edition of the Tripartite Vol 2 Page 419
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at first refused since he bad already sent Palladius, who was
infinitely better fitted to combat the Pelagian heresy, uith
authority to preach to the Scots v/ho believed in Christ
•
But v/hen news v/as bronght to Ro^ne of the fallui-^
and death of Palladiias, Gersnamis sent Patrick again to name,
accompanied by Segetuis, ?/ho gave tostisiony of his merits and
desires. Perhaps it \Yas in the interval bet'^i'een these t;:o
journeys that St» Patrick v^^ent to the Island of Lerins, where
he studied and lived with the barefooted hermits under St.
Honoratus.
T'hen Honoratus first came to Lerins it was
covered -rlth dense shrubberies through irhose tangled masses
innumerable serpents glided and scared fisherman who chanced
to land on the barren and inhospitable rock. But Honoratus
nothing daunted, v/ith a few faithful coin-oanions set to work
soon cleared the place and converted 5.t into a veritable
garden of Eden. Here Honoratus founded a fajnous school which
was long celebrated in the South of I?urope and produced some
of the inost distinguished scholars of the fifth century* Such
were their piety and learning that all the cities round about
strove to have monies from Lerins for their bishops.
Bury maintains that Patrick studied at Lerins be-
fore going to Auserre but the essential fact is that he spent
some tine there. Bere ai; --orins Patrick was brought under the
spell of the rionastic ideal and though his life was not to bo
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sequestered, "but out In the active uorld of ineii, monastic
societies becac-^e a principal and indispensable element of
his idea of a Christiun Church.
There seemed to be a distinct understanding
that Patrick was to be tlie successor of Palladius and v.'as
accordingly consecrated bishop when Palladiuis died, '^nd
so it car;e about that Patrick started for the field of
his V ork invested with the authority and office vjhich would
render his labors n-ost effective. V.ot rashly surely, nor
without due preparation in the greatest and holiest schools
of the Continent, did Patrick undertake the v/ork of God.
He h-ad preparet] hiciself most carefully for his grccit mission,
he was duly conir issioned by St. Celestine'^'"; he received the
blessin£;£ of the beloved teachers under ?;Lose guidance he
had lived so long; and thus full of courage and trust in
God, he set out for the difficult and dangerous task of
converting the Irish to the faith of Christ.
It would add nothing to the value of this thesis
to record ninutely all the adventures and acta attributed to
St. Patrick by his biographers. Many of those adventures v/ei'e
evidently invented to pay a compliment to certain tribes or
clans by ascribing the conversion of their ancestors to the
preaching of St. Patrick* Others were intended to claim for
certain churches and noriastcries the honour of being founded
by him; and still others were fraiued with the ob.lect of
* Cath. Fncy. Vol. XI Page 554
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supporting the pretensions of the see of Annagh to the
possession of lands or jurisdic tion in various parts of
Ireland, Due to the introduction of these various
legends James Todd, one of 3t. Patrick* s outstanding
biographers, states that it is practically impossible
to separate completely the true frcan the fictitious in
his history. How much the less can this v/riter expect
to perfom tills Uj.sk? Muirchu Maccumachtheni , one of
the earliest authors, whose collection of the .xts of
St# Patricl: has cotio down to use, adinits in strong and
somewhat inflated language the hopeless obscurity of
the riiaterials he undertook to arrange- Tlriis complaint
was made before the close of the seventh century. V'e
need not, therefore, in the twentieth, affect to be able
to clear up what was then so obscure nor hesitate to con-
fess our inability to do so. In the following account of
St. Patrick's labors v/o shall confine ourself to briefly
tracing and touching upon some of the events that seer; most
likely to be true and that are calculate'd to exhibit in the
most striking manner the character of the Kan and the nature
of his religious teaching.
Patrick arrived in Ireland in 452 A»D« liaving
lived in Ireland, he knew that since all authority was in
the hands of the kings and their irlnsr.en he Eust convert
the rulers; and Tara vias the center of rule, the head of
the idolatry and Druidiam of Erin. latrick therefore wont
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straight to Tara \7here liin^^ Laeghaire (Laory) ^tols then
holding his co'jrt, 5md a3 m±i^it expected cajiie into
collision vrith the Druids.
It T/as on 26 March, Easter Sunday in 4o-3, that
the eventful cissenbly v/as to Kcet at ?ara, an»5 the decide
went forth that froK the precodln^ day the firen throughout
the kingdom should he extinguished until the si^al blase
was kindled at the royal rnsmsion. The chiefs and Brehons
caaie in full numbers and the l>ruids too would muster all
their strength to hid tiefiance to the herald of good tiding
and to secure the hold of their superstition on the Celtic
race, for their demoniac oracles had announced that the
messenger of Christ had co'^io to 5!rin» St, Patrick arrived
at the hill of Slane, at the opposite extremity of the
valley froci Tara, on "Plaster Fve, in that year the feast of
the Annunciation, and on the suinii-it of the hill liindled
the Paschal flre» The Druids at once raised their voice
•
"0 Kind, live forever; this fire, T?hich has lighted in
defiance of the royal edict, v/ill blase foi'ovcr in this
land unless it be this very night extinguished." The
angry monarch ordered? his horses yohed and set o\it to neet
the bold stranger, r.l o had dared tc kindle the forbidden
flaise in sicht of the royal palace. The l^niid Tochm,
fiercely and enviously assailed Patrick in presence of the
king at Slane, but at Patrick's r^rayer the irpioua nan nas
* Cathi Ency. Vol. XI Page 555
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first raised high in the air, and falling dovm bis brains
were dashed out on tlie ground before the king* IIov/ although
the monarch and his attendants feared much and in their fear
dared not to touch tlie Apostle, yet v;e find that next duy
when Patrick appeared at Tara, the second Druid Luchat the
Bald, tried to poison him but that att^i^pt failing he
challenged the Saint to contend with hija in niracles before
all the people* Patrick i^eudily accepted tiie challenge and
of coui'se defeated the Druid, ^vho v;as consunied to ashes in
an attcanpt to save hiir^self fran the flames while tlie youth-
ful Beni^OEUS, one of iatrick's first converts escaped the
fiery ordeal unhurt.
These miraculous stories at least express one
undoubted truth, that the conflict between Cliristianity
and Druidlsm was a conflict to the death* Tiie victory
gained over Druidisrn at Tara v.as conclusive; all the people
felt and recognized the cdglit of the man v;ho had conquered
the i*oyal Druids; for it was their proud boast that they
held don;inion over tlie eleiaents and could make theiii v/ork
at will. But now there appeared a ciigliticr man than they,
who utterly vanquished them. Elsewhere indeed they strove
to rcnevv the conflict but everyv;here t}ie pouer of Fatriclr's
God vanquished theii; and they theLselves .;ere convortcii to
tlie true faith of Christ.
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St. Patrick not only converted the Irish, b-ut
purified their lars, gave new inspiration to their Bards
and laid the foundations of that systein of education Viliich
for the next tliree centuries made Ireland the liglit and
glory of all v/estcm T^urope.
^hen Patrick had proved the night of the God
whom lie adored, he burnt the idolatrous books at Tara, and
overtumec the iflols of I'agh Slecht in Leitriru and gave no
toleration to heathen ritcn. Still In other respects he
dealt tonderly with the failings and even the superstitions
of the people* Their sacrcl places were in irany places
consecrated and utilized for Christian worship; the Druids
thernselves, when truly converted v/ei*c not deemed unviortiiy
of a place in the Christian ministry; the wells and streams
where pagan rites had often been celebrated, nere blessed
by the Apostle, and the ancient festivals of the Druids ;vere
now made to do honor to the Christian saints* Thus it came
to pass that the mid-suiririer festival of paganiaij becar.':e
henceforr.'ard a festival in honor of Ct« John the Baptist,
and IToven:ber Fve of the Druids was made the Vigil of All
Saints.
One of Patrick's greatest v/orks was his refcnn
and ratification of the ancient Erchon Laws as eir.bodied in
the great compilation known as the Sonchus fior. His labors
In this respect claim special attention for the Brchon "ode
prevailed in the greater part of Ireland down to the year 1600,
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and even still 5 ts Influence is felt in the feelings and
habits of the people* The laws of a nation necessarily
exercise a great and permanent infl-aer.ce in fonnin^: the
mind and character of the people, nor can the provisions
of the Brehon "ode be safely i^.ored h-- thone vrhose duty
it 3 s even now to le'rislate for Ireland*
The Brehon Laws, as the code of a pagan people,
naturall;'^ contained r.any provisions that rej^ilate^-l the
dmidical rites, privileges and worship, all of rhich had
to be expurmed* The Irish too were a warlike and passionate
race who rarely forgave Injuries or inmilts nntil they were
atoned for according to a strict laiv of retaliation, trhJLch
was by no means in accordance Frith the mild and for^^lving
spirit of the Gospel. In so far an the Brehon Code vns
founded on this principle it vras necessary for St» Patricli
to abolish or awcnd its provisions* ?^oreover the ner? Church
clalrred its own rlr^ts and privl.ler:es, for •••hlcr ft -.vas
important to secLire fonr.al lei;^al sanction, and to have em-
boclied in fhe s^e?:it C6de of the ^-ition. In ah^rt whatever
did not clash r^ith the '^ord of nod, in the -jritten Lav; a::id
in the "'er Testarnent and v.'ith the consciences of the believers
was confircied in the TaMrs of the Brehons ':y Patrick, and b:
the ecclesiastics and chieftains of -rln, for the law of
nature had been quite rif^ht except the faith and its obliga-
tions, and the hannony of the Church an»' the people* ^.nd
this is the Senchua*
Healy, John - Saints and Scholars - Page 53
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St» Patrick nat-arall;;y^ onougli looked to the Bards -
tho most lettered cl<i£is in Ireluad - us eligible oandidiites for
the SciCreu niiniGtry^ In a spirit of conouijii;iate prudence, he
Bouf^^it to secure th«3 aid of zh&t powerful organizatiou for his
infant Chiirch arid succeeded in establishing a friendly alliance
wiUi the Arch-Poet of Erin* Mabthuch iuac Ua Lugair held the
two fold office of Chief iroct and Chief Brehon of li-^land and
as Patrick had used him in revitjing the Brehon Laws he was
also able to again use his influence and services in winning
the BaiHis to Claristianity* Patrick treated the Bards with the
titnost generosity and forbearance and filled their ruinds with
brigiitest visions of a glorious and iimuortal future beyond the
grave. Patricl: taught thori how to tur*e their harps to loftier
strains than those ox the banquot-ball or txie battle-tiarch. He
sou^it to drive out from their songs the evil spirit of un-
dying hato and rancorous vengeance, to irripreea the poet* a mind
with something of the divix^e spirit of Christian charity, and
to soften the fierce melody of his wai»-songs with cadt;ncea of
pity for a fallen foe. He taugi.it the ^ns of the bards how to
chant the paalius of David ai'id faints togethei- the sweet music of
the Church's hyiuis* Thus by slov; degrees their wild ways wei*e
tamed, their fierce hearts were iioxteuea und tlie evil spirit
of discord gave place to the heavenly spirit of bi»otherly loveJ
Although St# Patrick was accompanied to Ireland by
a very considerable number of clerics of every order to aid him
In his great task of converting the Irish, still he crust have
Healy, John - Saints and Scholars - Page 57
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fov,n^ it difficult, as ne^ churches wei?e fotinded and the
forelrm clergy dlRd ant, to 3-apr?ly laborers for the riponing
vineyard. As jot there ".'ere no Chris tiar. schools in Erin,
Arma.^h -sras probably the first brit th9 school could not be
organised for sorrie years Iritsr, perhaps abotit 450.
But irieantiiTie Patrick had organised a Izlnd of
peripatetic school, which accompanied the Saint in his fre-
quent irissionary loumeys. cleric-il students, his
disciples, following hirr: about were able to obtain both
theoretical and pr'^ctical Instruction in the work of mission-
ary life* The 5nstTUcticn vm^ or'-.l vTi<^ *'i-:^rory untl prac^'ice
comprised the ineth-od, '^ils uovotrnent bc^un by St» I-at-rick
gradually developer*, thirst for leai^ning reculted and the
irionaj7tories are the ansf/er.
St* Patrick coming as he did, into a pagan country
altop:ether outside the pale of Piormn clvili;3ation, had many
obsti;,cles to overcorfiC and exercised ;"reut ingenuity in cver-
comln.c then. He soair^ht to procure everytiling required for
p^jiblic r;orship of native ranufacturo, *?nd 5ndecd he had no
other reans for the Kiost iiart of ,.i-ccux*in-; their. . This led
the Irish artificers to become ln*:'epenflent cind helps explain
the all around ability of the r orkf? In the l.'-ter ronartr:^-ieG
•
AlthoiJ^-i Ot« Patrick did not in the ordinur:,r sense
of the rord establish schools i?uch as are frequently mentioned
in the sixth century, he not only trained candidates for the
sacred rr.lnistry durin£; the earliest years of his nission, but
seems to have established in his ov/n city of Annagh a school
for carrying on that work In a more regular and efficient manner.
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Two ©xtreiiie and opposite vi»3W3 liavo been ield as
to the scope u.!;*! diinenaiona of ot« i'atrick^s ^^or^: it* -i't^xurid.
There is tl-c old view that n© first iiitroduced the Christiari
i»eligiori lind converted the 'wole isli^uici, artd there is the view
that the sphere of his i*etivity wus jsiereiy a sm**!! uiatrict
in Leiiister* The second opinion is refuted by a critical exajiiina-
tion of the soiirces und by its o*7n incapacit;/ to explain the
facts v.iiile tiiC first cannoL be siii^taiiied because clear evidence
exists that there were Chris-oian coiamtaaities In Ireli*nd before
Patrick iiPrived*
In actuality x^atrick accoiaplishod tiu'ee things
which muke hiin an eminently significant man in history* i^e
ort^ani-ied the Christianity which already existed; he converted
kingdo£is which v/ere still pagan; and he brough Ireland into
coniiection wii;h the Church of the hupii^e and siade it foi^uliy
part of uiiiversal Chri s te.iuoasa a^'
It was the aiiu of Patrick to draw Ireland into close
intimacy with continental Ciiriatiaraity • Pati'ick diffused a
knowledge of j-.atin tlirougiiOut Ireland • fhe school^i of learning
for which the Irish became famous a few generations alter
Patrick* i.' death, learning %hich contrasts ¥;ith his own illiter-
ateness, owe Iheir rise co the contact uith Koiiii*n ideas and
the acquaintance vvith Kc3aijan literature ^.hich IaIE labors , more
than anything else, lifted v/ithin ohe hori2.on of Irelai;d. It
was not only the religion but also the lan^ua^^e which vas
attached to it that inaugurated a neu period of culture for
Bury, J« B. - Life of St. Patrick - Page 216
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the island and opened a vjlder outlook of the universe, "i'he
IrlGh were soon busily u^iij,uged in tirying oo work Ln^±i- o?m
past into the i^oof of ecutienical history, to syncnroniiie
their iniiular cieLiOrles with the anuala of SoLie and iJreece,
and find a liook foi* i-heii* reicote laud la one liiaoory of
the Morld.
Tlieoe considerations tiay help us to justly
estiiTiiite the pliiLce which Patrick holds in the iii story of
Europe. Judged by what he actually acxiieved, he must be
placod o.long with the Liost efficient of those who tooji£ part
In spreading the Gh^'istiaa faith beyond the ooundaries of
tlie Tiomun liopire* His u/ritings do not enable us to delineate
his chiuroLcter, but they reveal uniniatttkably a strong personality
and a spiritual nature • i'he man who wrote the Confession and
the I*€'tter to Coroticus had strength of v;ill, ener^ in action,
rcsolutioi- wiUjiOut over-coi*fiuence, aiid ti.;e capacity for re-
fiititiiit; pressure fi^om vjitiiout* Few readers will escape the
iTjiprosaion U;at he i>DS&ossed besides enthusiasm the practical
quiilities iuosg essential for carrying througii the task which
he undortoo-'v in the belief thai iie hud been divinely inspired
to fulfil I'ueiul couecicntioucnoss of the deficiencies
of his education \/ei4;iiea upon hirr. througliout his career; we
C£.n feel this is his almost wearisozr.e insistence upon his
rusticitas* I^or has he exagerateu the defects oi his culture;
he writes in UiO style of an ill-educated man* he was a hone
unius llbri; but v.ith that book, the Christian Scriptures, he
was extraordinarily familiar.
4.
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DFVFLOPr/^TJT OF CHRISTIAT'ITY
GFO'STH OP MOl^ASTICISM
(After St. Patrick)
Beyond dottbt It is St. PatricI: the apostle of
Ireland to wborr the Irish owe their faith in Christianity
and the development of civilization that came vrith it, -"hile
there had been Christians and evidences of a hi?^ t^pe of
civilization in Ireland before St# Patrick, it was he who in
the course of a single generation made the whole island
Chidstian and Initiated that chapter of history which made
Ireland the "island of saints and scholars."
What Patrick made the Irish church is especially
interesting* BSrs. Green has called attention particularly to
the fact that in Ireland the Church was the sub.-lect of many
fewer abuses than anywhere else in the world. It was the
intermediary between God and the people and was not permitted
to become a tool for various 'political mirnoses in the hands
of those who happened to find themselves in ecclesiastical
authority. T'rs. Green has deservedly high words of praise for
it and says in conclusion; "Finally the Irish church never
became as in other lands the servant, or the adjunct, or the
master of the State. It was the companion of the people, the
heart of the nation. To its honor it never served as an instru-
ment of political dOTiinatlon and it never was degraded frcan
first to last by war of relif^lon.*^
The greatest monujrent left by St. Patrick was the
organization of education in Ireland for this -'^rish people whom
Walsh, James. J. - W'^rlft's Debt to the Irish -Page 183
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he bad learned to love as a slave uirjon^ then and to whon he
carre buck with the nlsslon of Gh.ristianlP'.atlon* Apparently
Paci-icl:^£ v'hole influence i^s coon as the Irish becane con-
verted to Christianity was concentrated on the effort to nake
then: underDtand ji^ct as far as was T?ossib3e the reasons for
the faith that was in theni. I^e hiinself founded a great Echool
at Aniia{^ v;hich attracted students fror< all over Ireland, Be-
fore lOYiij^ his disciples v/ere also fonndinf^ schools until
Ireland becacr.e dotted viith inatltutions of learning many of
which afforded opportunities for education for hundreds of
students. Scholarship was held in high honor and the Irish
reverence for their bards and for their historians ^i^hlch had
existed from tir.e iimsjnorial 'i^/aa now extended also to these
Cliristian scholars v;ho devoted thtjujselvea to the cultivation
of their intellects through scholarly Christian influence.*
The conversion of the Irish neonle to Christianity
by 3t, Patrick X7as so opnortime in the effect produced b^ it
upon the rest of the civilized v'orld v/ithin a comparatively
short tl:;G, as to he considere"' quite litierally *irov^.r1ential
by Duny ".vho know the times well and have a right to an opinion
with rogard to the sequence of events* At this time tl^.e ^oman
Fmpire was being overrun by the b:'.rb:-^rian hordes from all
sides and in a few years we see that institution, which seemed
destined to last forever, cruwble and decay before the onslau^t
of tlicse uncivilized nations, ^tlth the fall of the ^«nr>ire in
476 political chaos supervened and r/ith that a cllmajc of
Walsh, James J. - "orld's Debt to the Irish - Page 196
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barbaric descent in hTimanitarianisin of all kinds ensued.
Literature ceased to be read to a great extent, much less
to be Y/ritten. ^':ducation dropped to such a low ebb as to
be alifibst a vanisliing factor* The life of the spirit waned
and bodily interests became paramount. A feverish restless-
ness in seeking after pleasure came to replace v/hatever cul-
ture there had been, and the world was in a very sad way in-
deed so far as the quest of the higlier things that would
make life really worth living was concerried.
It was just as this r-eriod of decadence got well
under way that St» Patrick accomplished the conversion of the
Irish people v'ithout bloodshed and supplied the impetus which
was to rr.ake Ireland the "island of saints and scholars."
The pre-Christian Irish had been famous us v/arriors
but also as bards and musicians. Tliey had already created in
the irmnediately preceding centuries a series of great epic
poeFS besides the beginnings of a folklore rich in riystical
ideas and a popular music that was destined to affect all
the surrounding nations. Christianity came to turn the
energies of the Irish that had been spent to a considerable
degree in war, almost entirely in the direction of tlie culti-
vation of the arts of peace and the spread of the Gospel.
It is a striking characteristic of the Irish people down to
our own da:/ to take very seriously to heart whatever interests
them and to devote themselves to it with an ardor that usually
brings striking achieveinent in its train*
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Th<3 enthusiasn with ^hlch this gi^at worTc of
Christianization and civili:!;ation was undertaken is almost
incr»ediblG« It rrrir-ht be suid that a devouring; hunger for
learning cmo over the people and at the Si.c\:o time a burning
thirst for the spread of Christianity. Fop several centuries
after the coming of St. Patrick to Irolan.d tlie nost inportant
portion of the history of the land Is concerned not ivith kings
and v/r-rr. nor vith politics or strife of' any kind^ but v.ith the
aliBOst endlesij record of the pcixeful uctivitiets of many
htindre*"^s of saints and the educational efforts of the thouBands
of torchr-rr of Irish "b5 rth end training. They '.vent forth frosi
their native It nd to spend thoEiselves for Chris tlanit:/ in
countrnes that in those days particularly seeGOd far distarit
fror horrie and to devote ull their cental and physical energies
for the benefit of those v;ho v:ere sitting in darlmess loeyoiid
the li^iht of the Crospel.
"A typical incident of the history of these tii.es
of Trinh t!.:-;ostleship is found in the story of tiio landing of
tv;o Irish r:'issionaries, Clenjent and ;.lbEjuG, at Marseilles
A
in the south of France so) .stiiie during the second or third
generation after St# Patrick. They went througli the streets
crying aloud th^it the:^ harl rtsr^cc. to soil for all v;ho cared
to have it. hon thoy '.voro :od what they rieant by such a
hewkln:" cry and what t/aros they had for purchase, they de-
clared that they had Christian Imorjledgo and learning which
they wished to share with others. .'hon it was further
c(
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demanded, what was the price they asked for their wares such
an theT were, thcT replied that they T:ere he-^ond vr^cc y^v.t
that they ivoulcl glaiily £;;ive then to all v;ho cared '^o ^loscess
them* Christianity and learning went hand, and hand with the
Irish Siiintc and scholars and they ciilte literally l:?r:med
with ardor to share their possessions v.i.th others. T:ic joy
of iriipartins their lariowledge and dlsper.sinr Christianity to
those who v'O'j-d receive it, x:c:r -'ort'-^. all t'-e trc^tible that
there rz-lght he in the tacl: and th..t; satisfacticn v/hich they
secured thereby more than repaid them.
It is for th-l-c v/ork that the -/orld ores a deht
to the Irish* The value of their labors has been recognised
especially in recent yeari: b all those who have cor.e to
kno%' of their.. It has been appreciated very thorbu^^^ily that
withont such unselfish devotion to the cause as the Irish
gave, civilization or the continent v/o^ild have st;nk ever so
iQUchi lor.-er than it actually did a::d the return of it v.'orld
have bi^cn delayed for centuries beyond nhat it actually Tras*
The Irish v;crc the s:.viors of ci^'iliriat? on . ^.-'t ^^'^ey did
Biuch iiiore thajii norcly redeen- the decadent conditions. They
supplied sifts of their own to the newly rising civilization
which add enormously to the debt tl^at the \?orld ores to
them."*
Before doscrlhlnf;; in detail the worV of the
Irish in foreign lands and their part in restorln,^ the
Walsh, Juwes J. - >'orld»s Debt to the Irish - Page 15-16
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crumbling civilization of Rome and Greece, it might be v/ell
to pause here and try to determine just hovj this great
Christian learning, which the Irish had developed to such
heights, began in Ireland and also endeavor to trace its
development.
There seems to be much uncertainty as to where
the classical learning later developed in Ireland came frcan.
Some claim that Patrick deserves the credit for the intro-
duction of the classics into Ireland yet this se^s very un-
likely from Tirhat v/e have seen of Patrick's activity and what
we know of his classical knov/ledge as evidenced in his
Confession. It has also been suggested that scxne of the
Britons or Gauls who accccipanied St. Patrick brought these
studies to Ireland, but Meyer thinks this most improbable
and disrrdsses the idea that any missionaries v/hether Gallic
or British introduced classical learning into Ireland. Meyer
holds that the seeds of classical learning v/ere sovm in
Ireland during the first and second decades of the fifth
century by Gallic scholars who fled their own country owing
to the invasion of the latter by the Goths and other barbarians.
Ireland being without the pale of strife and invasion served
as an ideal haven to those who were inclined to live the
solitary life of a scholar.
It has been very carefully pointed out by i'rof •
Bury that St. Patrick did not introduce Christianity nor
the beginnings of classical learning into Ireland, yet his
r(c
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indirect Influonco nnist have been considerable* The very
fact that Lutin was the ecclesiastical langoage of tho new
religion gave it an importance and a di|:^iity» St» I'atrick
wo«lel naturally help to diffuse a knowledge of ecclesiastical
X>atin at least in every part of the i&^nrt? which Christianity
reached** Besides in tbetr^^nlns of xii^o liutive riniotry
which fomod such u large part of Patrick's ^ork the study of
Latin cotild not be neglected* tTnablo to give proper attention
to th© instruction of these ecclesiastical students^ i>t»
Patrick after about twenty rears' peripatetic teaching establiiAied
about 450 a school at AWfiagh of which ot* Benin or
Benlgnus was given charge*
Although it is true that the prlriary air; of the
school at .nnoagh was to truin sub^iocts for the priesthood and
that there were classical schools in existence in certain
localities due to the presenee of Gallic 8cholai*8 in Ireland,
yet in this foundation at ^nMC^ we have the first recorded
attempt at the organization of instruction in CTiristiar.
theology and classical learning in -Ireland*
A great mnber of schools sprang up in the lust
half of the fifth century. TVieee were not really monastic
schools at first but ineroly ecclesiastical aeBinariee during
the time of the First Order of r>aints (440-534 i..D*).
The significance of t^ese fifth century schoola
fron the point of view of tlie prese^^t ctudy lies in the fact
•
,
J* B»* The Life of St* Patriot and iUs Place in
. jry Page 317
Oreheaip Httf^ - The ^arly -^rish Monastic Schools - Page 26
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that they were precursors of the great monastic schools which
sprang up in such numbers in the sixth century. There is
every reason for believinp; that it was in these early schools
and by the labor of Gallic scholars and their pupils that
the foundations were laid of that classical scholarship that
dvev -the eyes of Surope upon Iin^land during the sixth, seventh,
eighth, £5nd ninth centuries.*
Graham, Hugh -The Early Irish konustic Schools - Page 27
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IRISH MOHASTICISa
Monasticism in general is a s^ston of living that
owes its origin to those tendencies of human nature
v/hich are
suimned up in the words mysticisrr. and ascetism.
f^ysticisrr may
be defined as the efforts to give effect to the
craving for
union with the Diety even in this life; and ascetism,
as the
effort to give effect to the hanlcerlng after an
ever progres-
sive purification of the soul, and an atoning for
sin by the
renunciation and self-denial of things lavrful. In
one form or
another monasticism had appealec' to the people of
various
countries long before it becair.e associated with
Christianity.
In the early years of Christianity ir.onasticisn
took a definite
shape lnS^a,Sgypt,and Armenia. Thence it was
brought to
Rome about the nr^ddle of the Fourth century
by Athanasius,
the great champion of the divinity of Christ,
by Honorius, the
founder of the island monastery of Lerins; and
bv Cassian
whose "Institutes" were a kind of mound for all
the earlier
monasteries of the vest.
AS to the origin of Irish Monasticism opinions
are divided: soiree have ascribed it to an
^astern origin,
^lle others Insist that it can be directly traced to
Gaul.
The r.ost commonly accepted vlev; is that of
V^r. r;illls Bund
which ascribes to it a o^;rely indigenous
development. It
seems clear that the first Celtic monasteries
were merely
settlements where the Christians lived together -
priests,
and laity, men and wo^en and children alike
-
as a kind of
ft*
religious clan.
Graham, Hugh - The Farly Irish Monastic Schools -
Page 31
* Oath. Ency. - Irish Wonastlclam.- Vol.X - Page 473
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An examination of Irish Monastic Rules reveals
the fact that they are not identical with any ' estem or
Eastern Code»* In the general severity of their re;/ulations
they are found, on comparison, to resemble the fopirier rather
than the latter. It is possible however that the ideas and
literature of Gallic and Egyptian monasticism nay have in-
fluenced to same extent the development of Irish monastician*
This growth of monasticism although influenced by St. Patrick,
cannot be attributet5 solely to his efforts. Uis life was too
full of Fiissionary labours to be given to the government or
foundation of monasteries. That work was left to the rising
generation; by them it was undertaken and nobly accomplished.
Enda of Aran, Finnian of Clonard, Brendan of Clonfert, and
their associates of the Second Order of the Irish Saints,
were the nien who first founded regular monasteries and monastic
schools in Krin.***
-hen I^onasticisin became general in the sixth cen-
tury most, if not all, of those ecclesiastical seminaries
which we have listed as being founded in the fifth century,
becatfie monastic schools. SoHie of them such as Armagh attained
a high degree of excellence ranking with Clonard, Bangor, and
the other great schools which date from the sixth century.
These schools were all established by Irishrrien who received their
own education for the most part in schools already in existence
In Ireland*
* Graham, Hugh - The Early Irish Monastic Schools - Page 32
** Cath. Ency. Vol. X Pago 473
Healy, John - Saints and Scholars - Page ^2
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Tliei»e is great controversy concerning the mjmber
of monasteries established in Ireland, Dm ?• ConTngham gives
the names of 168 monasteries founded prior 900 A.D. But Hugh
Graham arr^es that this list is incomplete since it had attri-
buted four r.onasteries to St. Columba while Reeves found 37
monasteries founded by this energetic saint. Also it had
attributed 2 monasteries to County Louth while Rev. P#
Murray a recent reliable investigator maintained that 19 or 20
should be credited to this county** Upon examination it is
clear that the greater part of these monasteries were founded
in the sixth century*
From what has been said about the spread of
monasticisiG in Ireland in the sixth century it is evident that
the whole organization of the Church in Ireland is being placed
on a monastic basis* This being so it is only fitting that
v/e now obtain some notion of the structure and practise of the
Irish monastery*
In riiarked contrast v;ith the other ' estem churches
which v/ere organized on a national and episcopal basis the
Irish Church was tribal and monastic* Hiis was quite natural*
The conversion of the chieftain as follov/ed by the conversion
of the clansmen and a tribal character was thus given to the
nascent church. At an early date the Irish church took a
monastic form which accorded so v/ell with the native social
system. This is shown in the case of the monastery of lona
where Columba and thirteen of his successors wore descended from
a comnjon ancestor, an Irish chief named Conall Gulban*
«
Graham, Hugh - The Early Irish Monastic Schools - i'age 37
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The monastic family consistefl of fratres: those of tried
devotion were called seniores; those who v/ere strong for
labour \/ere operarii fratres j and those tinder instruction
were juniores, alwrini or pueri fairdliares. Besides the
congregation - collectio - of professed members there were
usually present pere:];rini, sometimes called proselyti or
hospites whose sojourn was of variecl duration.
The nuTiber of officers was relatively small,
the irore Important being the abbot, the prior, the episcopus,
the scriba, and the Erinach or Airchinneach. The abbot v/as
the superior of the monastic family and frequently had several
houses under his supreire control, i^e generally lived at the
mother house. The branch houses were governed by local
superiors called priors who were subject to removal by the
abbot. Ih.ere was also a prior at the irother house who assisted
the abbot and took his place in administration v/hen his
superior warn absent. The prior in this latter capacity is
soirietimes styled custos inonasterii, sometiir.es oecon<»nous
and in the Irish Annals, Fertighis.
The lands belonging to the monastery were usually
managed by an officer called an erinach. The erinach, who
was usually a layman, first deducted his own stipend and gave
the residue for the purpose intended - the support of the
monastery or the relief of the poor.
The monasteries derived their means of support
from a variety of sources, the chief being: Lands, Tithes,
Fees and Dues and Gifts.
* Graham, TTugh - The "Parly Irish Monastic Schools - Page 54
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By far the most Important of all these means of
revenue vrere the lands attached to the monastery. These lands
called Termon lands In Ireland were tilled by the monks them-
selves and formed the staple support of the establishment. It
ras a maxim in all the primitive monasteries that the monks
support themselves by the labor of their hands. Ordinarily the
monastery was a self-sup >orting institution. The coinmunity pro-
duced everything they needed for food, clothing and shelter.
They owed little to society but society owed much to them. There
was no privileged class in the early monastery. All who were
physically fit had to take part in the manual labor, nor
were the scribes, nor even the abbot exempt.* Tithes, dues and
gifts were also means of support. The Church in Ireland was
always the companion of the People and so the sources of incomie
fluctuated depending largely on the location of the monastery
as well as its reputation.
The monastery including the whole group of monastic
buildings was generally surrounded by a strong rampart. Some^
times this rampart was of earth (rath), othertlmes c.Z ntone
(caiseal). So much vms the rampart a feature of the Irish
monastery that v/e find it in connection with the monasteries
founded by Irish monks in foreign lands. The monastery proper
was the space enclosed by the rampart and included the church
or churches, the oratories, a refectory, the kitchen, the
school, the armarium - a chamber for the preservation of
* Graham, Hugh - The Early Irish Monastic Schools - Page 57
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books and literair^r apparatus, sometimes a special
scriptorit»
the hospice or guest hoxise, the cells for the tionks
and the
officinae or workshops for the smith and the carpenter.
Out-
side the rampart ^vere the various other indispensable
buildings connected v.ith the monastery of nhlch the
storehouse
and Kill are the most important*
The structure of these early monasteries v/as of
a simple und inexpensive character. Like the
early Celtic
churches, they were built at first of earth,
wattles, or ^ood.
It was not until the eighth century that stone
buildlncs began
to be substituted for wooden ones, as a protection
against tl^
ravages of the Dane. The sirrplicity and tenporary
character
of these early foundations would account for
the quickness with
which monastic cities sprang up as well as for the
fact that
comparatively fov; remains of these monastic settlements
.ire now
to be seen*
The rules v/ere rigid and the practices austere in
these early Irish monasteries. Fasting, prayer,
labour and
study were the dally task of the monlc in every Irish
monastery.
Strict obediance and humility was characteristic of
the Irish
monk. :."oral courage was one of his assets. Silence
and
bospitality v;ere practised. Dr. Bealy pays these Irish
monka
this eloquent tribute: "Fasting, and prayer,
labor and study
are the dally task of the monks in every monastery.
How well
and unselfishly that toil was performed the history
of Europe
tells. The monks made roads, cleared the forests,
and fertilized
the desert. Their monasteries in Ireland were the
cites of our
cities.... They preserved for us the literary
treasures of
antiquity, they multiplied copies of the best and newest books;
rf
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they ill-urriined them with loving care» They taught the children
of rich and poor alike.... they were the greatest authors,
painters, arclitects since the decline of the Roman Snplre.
They were the physicians of the poor, they served the sick in
their hospitals and in their homes. And when the day's v;ork
was done in the fields or in the study, they praised God,
and prayed for irien who were unable or unwilling to pray for
themselves. I^:norant and prejudiced men have spoken of thoa
as an idle and useless race- They were in reality the /greatest
toilers and the greatest benefactors of humanity the Y;orld
has ever known."
Healy, John Saints and Scholars - Page 102, 103
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IRISH HO^aSTIC schools
In old tines. Ions bofore the arrival of Ct«
Patrick, tbaro were sehools in Ireland tetugiit by the Dralds. In
these schools the Irish lang^iage hod been stiidled tmd th« chlldr«tt
were tmx^t to write* All tMs is Inferred froci the discovery of
the agham tablets • Tliere had also been professional schoola for
the training of brehons and bards where apecific courses of
ati^y were proscribed ar.c^ c^oflnlto requlrocients fulfilled^ Free
archacolo-lcal research it xius also been shown that the carving,
metal-worfc and all around handicraft of the pagan Irish f^'ve
evidence of a hl^ly developetl culture and civlllsution. It la
folly therefore to ouppose that Ireland nwly converted to
(n^ristianlty v;oulcl coase to reanifost this enthuaiaara for learning
which had clmracteriaed her pa^ civilisation. T ot only did
IrlahEen continue to cultivate their native lltoraturo and to
study her now Christianize*! arts but turned with equal seal
to the studies v/hlch St. Patrick and his followers brought with
thSB M well as to those studies which Oalllc scholars, forced
to flee the ravages of the barbarians, brou^^t with thee to Erin.
ISnis when Christianity was Introduced into Ireland where an
ancient native culture was flourisliing the now culture did not
displace the old but rather combined with it to form a new typs
of culture which in course of tli&e becan* at once both Irlih
and Cl^irlQtlan. In the monastic schools everything that was not
absolutely opposed to the ideals of Christianity was utilized to
enrich t e course of study. Thus tlie nutlve laws, literature,
nusic and art becsas* the handicald of Christianity.
fI-
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No doubt that the primary aim of the Irish monastic
school was the teaching and study of Christian theology, yet the
humanisms were not neglected* Tlie curricultan was comparatively
bi»oad including not only the study of the Sacred Scriptures wiih
the couffiientaries of the Greek and Latin Fathers, but also the
study of the pagan authors of Greece and Rorae. Nor v;as the study
of the Irish language and literature neglected. Science in the
modem sense of the word was unknown, but as regards Geography,
Computation and Astroncany the Irish Monastic Schools were quite
as far advanced as any in Europe and certainly far ahead of
their neighbors. At least in the ninth century philosophy and
dialectic were eagerly studied. Art too flourished, especially
the illumination of manuscripts, various ornamental forms of
netal vrork and stone carving.
The literary taste already :,cquired tlirough a study
of native literature was entirely favorable to the appreciation
and enjoyment of the great authors of antiquity. Besides the
Christianity of the Irish monk was sufficiently robust to pre-
vent any of those scruples of conscience which were said to have
haunted the continental monk who loved his Virgil. Indeed the
tales of Homer's gods would be regarded by the Irish purely
from a literary and artistic standpoint and could have little
religious significance for them since there was little in comiiion
between the paganism of Greece and Rome and such remnants of
paganism as still survived in Ireland. The Irish Christian not
dwelling v/ithin the confines of Roman civilization would not be
as likely to be influenced as his continental neighbor. The
IGf
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classics were banned by the early Cliurch Fathers with such
gusto that when the fall of the Empire occurred and only the
Christian Church reinained v/ith a teacliing organiaution the
classics were neglected and relegated to the top shelves in
the monasteries as conducive to sin and unchristian desires.
In addition the anxiety of the Irish monk to obtain ir:ore per-
fect copies of the Scriptures was an additional and perhaps
Eiore powerful incentive to make himself familiar with the
classical forms of Greek and Latin.
It is due to the efforts of Irishmen that the
classics of Greece and Horse v;ere kept alive during the Dark
Ages. Here alone in all of '.-estern IZurope v;as -^atin and
Greek kept free from colloquialisms and studied in its origi-
nal and pure form. An exaL-Anation of the writings of Irish
scholars of the sixth, seventh and eigiith centuries revealed
numerous quotations froia and reminiscences of classical Latin
authors, thus we have incontestable evidence of an intimate
acquaintance v;ith classical Latin. The main aim in the study
of Greek as far as these Irish scholars were concerned was a
preparation for the -^tudy of the Scriptures. In their know-
ledge and exposition of Holy Scriptures Ireland surpassed all
countries. Vie have various references of foreign scholars
Journeying to Frln to pursue this study.
De Jubainville declares that in the ninth century
the Irish scholars were the only persons in ' estem l^rope who
knew Greek. Traube claims that in the time of Charles the Bald
J
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at least the Irish were the sole representatives of Greek
scholarship: "they could read and write Greek, they could
transcribe it, nay, they even ventured occasionally to make
Greek verses*
The love of music so noticeable in the old days
of Ireland did not dwindle at all in Christian tiF.es but
won
the r:reat faire for Ireland in psalm-sin^ing etc. which now
was necessary in the service of the Church, So developed was
the study of music in Ireland that we have noted froFi Flood
twelve different instruments in use and professional noxr.es
for nine different types of performers. O'Curry says "If ever
there was a people gifted with a musical soul and seneibillty
in a higber degree than another I would venture to assert that
the ancient Gaedhil of Ireland were that people.'' It is
indeed
not without significance that the harp is the national
syiribol.
During the long period when learning flourished Irish professors
and teachers of music would seem to have been as much in
request
as teachers of literature and philosophy. In the middle of
the seventh century Gertrude (daughter of Pepin) when abbess
of
Hiville in Belgium employed Foillan and Ultan brothers of
St.
Pursey to instruct her nuns in Psalmody. The monastery of
St.
Gall founded by the Irish saint Cellach was noted far and
wide
as a music school when St. Gall died in 645. Irish saints
also
contributed much to hyr: nology by their compositions.
Sianmarizlng the history of Irish music prior to
the close of the ninth century Flood says: "The Irish were
&cqak!&fiea with the Ogam music tablaturo in pre-Christian ages;
they had battle n.arches, dance tunes, folk songs, chants
and
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h^ns in the fifth century; they were the earliest to adopt the
neums or neiimatic notation for the plain chant of the V:estem
Church; they modified and introduced -i^rish c-elodies into the
Gregorian Chant; they had an intimate acquaintance w5th the
diatonic scale long before it was perfected Guide of Arez?:o.
They were the first to employ hanrony and counter-Doint; they
had quite an array of bards and poets; they employed blank
verse, elegaic rhyires, consonant, assonant, inverse, burthen,
dissyllabic, trisyllabic, and quadrisyllable rhymes, not to '
say anything of the caoines, laments, elegies, metrical romances,
etc.; they had a world-faitied school of harpers, and finally they
diffused musical knowledge over Europe*
It has been shown above that there was a native art
in Ireland before the Introduction of Christianity and that the
pagan Irish exhibited considerable artistic skill in their bronze
silver, gold and other metal work as the speclir'ents still pre-
served in our museums go to prove* From the pagan period we
have numerous articles ; nd workings that show that the pagan
artist possessed both skill and taste to a high degree. The
character of the arts Introduced into Ireland with Christianity
was therefore grafted upon and modified by the native arts while
new variations in design were lnti»odi.wOd from the Continent by
missionaries and foreign artists that came to Ireland to study*
Irish art attained its highest excellence In four
branches, namely, writing and illumination of rianuscripts, rnetal
work and stone carving.
Flood, ?». H. 0. - history of Irish I-uslc - Page 19, 20
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The Irish style of writing played an important
part In the development of that style which was practised for
centuries in England and to some extent on the Continent. The
Irish it is true iTiOdelled their national script on the Homan
balf-"uncial hand but with their own innate sense of beauty and
form they produced from it a handsome literary hand which
culminated in the native half-uncial writinr^ as seen in perfec-
tion in the Book of Kells and contemporary manuscripts of the
later part of the seventh century • ITiis Irish script is so
characteristic and distinguishable that those manuscripts of
the Dark Ages that have been recently discovered can be attri-
buted to Irish scribes solely on evidence of the hand-writing.
Shortly after the Irish monks became skilled pen-
men they began to lllTiminate their books with brilliant colors
which they learned to ccHnbine into elaborate and harmonious
designs. Tliis art reached its most perfect stage of development
at the close of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth century
The monks v/ere wont to lavish all the wealth of their artistic
skill on books containing the whole portions of the Holy
Scriptures, as instances of this style of illuminated manuscripts
the Psalter of ColWiCille, the Book of Dlmira,the Book of Armagh,
and above all the Book of Kells. V.hile each of these books has
many merits the book which has compelled the udriration, yet
defied the irritation of every T?uropcan artist is the Book of
Fells. Describing this venerable volume which was written and
llluirilnated about 050, Sir Edward 0* Sullivan writes as follows:
"Its weird and commanding beauty; its subdued and goldless
rf
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colotirlng; the baffling Intricacy of Its fearless designs the
clean unwavering sweep of rounded spiral; the creeping undula-
tions of serpentine forms that writhe in artistic profusior.
throughout the mazes of its decorations; the strong and letHile
minuscule of the text; the quaintness of its striking portraiture
the unweliried reverence and patient labour which brought it into
being, all of which combined to make the Book of Kells, have
raised this ancient voliane to a position of c.l«ftding pre-er-inence
amongst the illuminated MSS of the world."*
We have referred to the fact that the pagan -^rish
were skilled worlaren in Ketal. This class of work received a
new impetus with the introduction of Christianity. Just as the
pre-Christian craftsmen exercised their skill in ornamenting
shields, sv/ords and the like so the Christian artists, the
majority of v/hom T7ere ecclesiastics made crosses, croziers,
chalices, shrines, etc. For real artistic skill the m.ost
admired specimens are the Ardagh Chalice, the Tara Brooch and
the Cross of Cong. Artistic skill in metal work was brougirit
to Its highest development and degree of ejccellence in the
tenth, eleventh and tv/elfth centuries.
The skill of the Irish artists in stone carving
is seen at its best in the great stone crosses of which about
fiftyr-five remain in different parts of '^'reland. These crosses
have a style of ornamentation similar to that of the manuscripts
and of the metal work. These crosses for the most part have
Graham, Hugh - The Early Irish Monastic Schools - Page 158-159
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groups of figures representing various events in Sacred
History such as The Fall of Man, Noah in the Ark, the Cruci-
fixion of Our Lord, etc* Joyce explains the purpose of this
picturization in this way: "These sculptures were "iconograph-
ic." that is to say, they V7ere intended to bring horn© to the
minds of the unlettered people the truths of religion and the
facts of Scripture history by vivid illustration; .... • Ho
doubt the preachers, in their discourses, directed attention
to these representations; and perhaps they often lectured
standing at the foot of the cross v/ith the people ranged in
front, the preacher pointing to the several sculptured groups
as he went on, and as occasion required. It is probable that
the groups ^ere painted in colors so as to bring them out
more distinctly," Henry O'l^eill says tl'iat the Irish artists
made color an essential portion of their designs.
Irish art continued good up to the twelfth century,
thence it rapidly deteriorated and became extinct about the
fifteenth century. But v/ho can think that a nation that worked
in silver 4000 years ago; that had a parliament five centuries
before the foundation of Rome or the institution by Lycurgus
of the Spartan coirimony;ealth; that was never invaded by Rorie;
that conquered the Danes at the very time that Caxnite the Dane
ascended the English throne; who that knows what -i^relund was
formerly but must see how probable it is that ancient Ireland
excelled in Art? I see no reason for supposing that St. Patrick
* Early Irish Catholic Art - iirticle by Joseph Oum in
Columbia, ?;arch 1929 - Page 37
** The following quoted from The Sculptured Crosses of
Ancient Ireli^nd — Henry O'Keill — Page 2
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did anything to civilize Ireland • The style of iid.sh art shows
that it did not come from Rc«ne. The excellence assigned to the
Book of Kildare, and displayed in the Book of Kells and other
Irish Art "orks, shows that the style must have been cultivated
for ages b»fore it could have been brou^t to such perfection.
The actual rocnains are very ntenerous; they are inco::.parably the
most exquisite speciinents of ancient illumination in the Royal
Library at Parts in the British Museurn, in Trinity College and
other great collections; they are in fact unapproachable and
probably v.ere never approached as a thorough develofXBent of
sound ornamental art, as a display of harmony and beauty in
composition and colouring combined v/ith an almost superhuman
delicacy and completeness in execution. Reraeinbering these
facts I cannot think that Art began in the fifth century and
attained perfection at its birth.
What I have said respecting the Ancient -^rish MBS
Illuminations I would extend to the works in stone and metal.
The excellence, the amazing labouriousness and perfection of
these works of Art, indicate a very long and a very patient
cultivation. The style of all is the same - unmistakably Irish.
It could not have come from Rome as Rome never had it. It
originated in Ireland and ( xtendeu thence to C-reat Britain and
the Continent of Europe."
Vie cannot close our discussion of the curriculum
of the Irish monastic scliools without a brief reference to its
limitations which are especially noteworthy in the cjise of
BiatheBiatics and other secular sciences. The most that can be
rf
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said in favoTir of the teachers of this early period is that they
willingly imparted all the mathematical laid scientific Imowledge
of their time. Bat the actual amount of such knowledge possessed
by '.esteni Europe prior to the tenth century was relatively small
as compared with the later I'iddle Ages not to speak of modern
times
•
Prior to the tenth century arithmetic was essentially
the art of computation* It was largely devoted to conputing
Easter. The method of reckoning ^ras necessarily crude and little
progress was possible while the cumbersome Roman system of nota-
tion made computation with large numbers v;oll nigh impossible.
In truth it was not until the introduction of the Arabic system
of notation and Hindoo methods through Arabic influence that
there was much possibility of progress in arithmetic*
Algebra was apparently unknown to the Irish monks
and was probably not introduced into Europe until the twelfth
century. A knowledge of Geometry in our sense of the word did
not exist in "estem Europe. In Ireland Geometry was a practical
study in the main as is suggested by an examination of their
style of ornamentation. The theoretical knowledge of Gecsr.etry
did not extend beyond the narrow limits of Capella, Cassiodorus
and Isadore of Seville.
If the mathematical science of Geometry was still
undeveloped in the "/est geography, topography, and cosmography
made up the deficiency. It was but natural that the Irish
monks, the greatest voyagers of their time, should be interested
in the study of foreign lands. Adamnan's De Locis Sanctis -
Graham, Hugh - The Early Irish Monastic Schools - Pago 166
(
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a description of Palestine and Bede's Ecclesiastical History
are the only sources froia which we gather information of the
geography. Christian antiquities and customs of Palestine until
the Crusades gave l^estem Europe a more acute and active interest
in that distant, inhospitable region. Tliere is a curious geograph-
ical po^ and a tenth century map, both the work of -i-rishcien,
which have come dovra to give us further information concerning
the state of geograptiical knowledge up to the eleventh century.
Astronomy had a double interest for tlie Irish monks.
Being great travellers in an age when they had no compass to
direct their way the "study of the stars" was a matter of prac-
tical interest and possibly they were more observant of the
courses of the heavenly bodies than the majority of us to-day.
Again the ability to compute the date of Easter was a matter of
great importance in ecclesiastical circles in those days. The
controversies which centered around the Easter question caused
many Irish monks to give special attention to practical methods
of computing the date of Easter. They were also led to examine
the history of the different cycles in use and finally they
were leO to inquire into the theoretical aspect of the science
of Astrononiy. ^.ong the -»-rish saints we number Virgilius,
Dicuil and Dun^al as great astronomers. Of all the secular
sciences A stronomy was perhaps the most popular with Irish
monastic scholars, the superiority of whose scholarsliip in
this regard is acknowledged by all writers of the early twiddle
Graham, Hugh - The Early Irish Monastic Schools - i'age 1G8
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Thus we concltide that the course of stmUes In
the Irish monaetic schools included:
1) Vernacular Studies: The Irish language, its
grainmar, metrics, literature both secular and reli-ious,
prose
and poetry, history, antiquities, etc.
2) Christian Studies: Theology, especially the
study of the Scriptures with the coimnentaries of the
Fathers
thereon, and in the ninth century at least the study
of
Dialectics and Philosophy was pursued with sviccess.
3) Classical Studies: Acquaintance with several
Latin and Greek authors of the classical period,
iniperior
knowledge of i^atin and a ^ood working knowledge of Greek.
4) Aesthetic Studies: Cultivation of Art and
Music. This includes illumination, cetal work and
stone
carving*
5) Scientific Studies: All the scientific know-
ledge of the time in \' estem Europe, special emphasis
on
Astronomy.
Thus we see that the course of studies of the
early Irish monastic school was much more varied
in scope and
fuller in content than the Trivlum and Quadrivium as
taught
in contemporary Birope.
r
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The true worth ciiid value of the Irish monastic
course of study may be In no small w ay detennined by the number
of great scholars these schools produced. Vire;illus, who lived
in the eighth century, was one of the few nen who cultivated the
profane scierxes in his day. \>licn he maintained that the sun
and moon passed under the earth, and that there must be inhabi-
tants on ttie other side, he was denounced by Boniface, the
Papal -^egate, for prarrul.^^ating false doctrines. Virgilius
hoY/ever explained his doctrine to the satisfaction of the Pope
for he retained his see as bishop of Salzburg until his death.
Dicuil is another famous Irish scholar. His clilef claim to
fame rests on a Latin tract entitled De i^ensura Orbis Terrarum.
He was the forecost geographer of his time being the first to
give authentic information about Iceland and the Faroe Islands.
He has also left us an astronomical work in prose and verse,
showing his versatility. Dungal, another ninth century scholar,
was distinguished not only as a theologian and poet but also
as an astronomer and schoolmaster. Fmperor Lothair feeling
that true teaching was shaken to its very foundations because
of the extreme carelessness and indolence of certain superiors
issued an Fdict that all students from rilan, Brescia, Lodi,
Bergaiio, Tlovara, Vercelll, Tortona, Acqui, Genoa, ..sti , and Como
should assemble at Pavia under the supervision of Dungal*
Dungal»s controversy with Claudius also marks him as a great
theologian. His rA^t of books to the library of Bobbie show
him a man of literary attainments and Interests.
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TBO other outotondlng Irtoh scholars
of tt»
ninth cenfairy voro Sod«llu» a«J -'oto
Scotos ^lu-en.. «>•
fonnor wan a fllstlTiguliher. poot havlnr,
vrrttten utoout ninety
poets and a loamo-^ s«ar*rlan having
written o tr.xct, 'krtm
totlcll omi^atlcl"«hlch «l8o 8ho-o a
taxwlCHlse of Rroelt.
U no ICS noted ae a scrtt» a. a ,^tor on other
subject.,
particularly or. political no^rnoont ae
hlo treatise, D*
^torll>u8 Cl»l8*lanla.\ni co cl-aslroly provo.
treatise
13 in reality the first ayator-^tlc
contrlbutlou of tha aiddle
i.go. to the theory of political
^ovomnent ^ ^mild rank In
teportanee with St. Thonos'a R gtelno
t>rlnclpls"ana rrlth
Dante'
8
"do nonarchla:* John Kcotna 'Jrlusena
was by fur Vr^
greatest Irish scLolar of the ninth century
mml In rany »ay.
the Best r«arkabla man of his a^e.
Hecognl^sed ^.y Cluirloa th.
BaM as a remnrtahle Uneolsh be ~. plaeed
at the head of the
Pal«se "chool. UK, sreatost scholars
of Frcr.ce at the t1i« «>
unable to tra.^late the Oreak -ritlncs
of the pe<n.do-DlonyslTi8
for Pope Paul I. This task «as
finally entrusted to -rlufsena
and ho prodnoad a aatlsfactory erclon.
OpMt as waa hla fane aa a linguist i i:;
i-<;Tn:i u-
tlon .0 a philosopher Is still greator.
-la philosophical
.peculation, gu^ "l"™*"!""- «ontroversl.s
»hlah
ewD to the r.re8«.t day occupy the attention
of the .^reateat
thinkers. In his own day his view, ware
r.othlng short of
..nsatlonal. t;o one can douot his ability
us a scholar .rO,
orlttlnal thinker. Acpordlng to
ueWulf, "ha «»t »)• re-
uo one of the nost strlklag
pa»e~lltlo. In the «orld
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of ctilture and learning In the Lliddle Ages, He was far in
advance of his tiine. \7hlle his conteinporaries were only
lisping in philosopiiy and his successorc for centuries did
little Kore than discuss a sinall nur.ber of disconnected philo-
sophical questions, Eriusena in the ninth century worked out
a complete piiilosophical synthesis . He was at once a
scholar and a man of genius. That was altogether unique is
the nith century, he knew Greek of vihich iJ.cuin scarcely knew
the alphabet."*
Tlie scope of Irish scholarship may in some measure
by .fudged by the scholastic ability and scholarly attainr.ents
of the tjen that scholarship produced. Tiie superiority of Irish
classical learning is further dCTionstr.ited by a comparative
study of the writings that can be directly attributed to Irish
students and teachers. These -^^rish scholars were not r^erely
missionaries and representatives of Christianity but as Zinaner
so clearly points out: "they were instructors in every branch
of science and learning of the time, possessors and bearers of
a higher culture than was at that time to be found any./here on
the Continent, and can surely clai; to have been the pioneers,
-
to have laid the comer stone of western culture on V e
Continent."**
De Wiilf , . r^aurice - iilstory of Medieval Philosophy-
Page 167-168
Zismer, Helnrich - The Irish Element In Lledleval Culture -
Pago 130, 131.
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IRELAND AND THE MAKING OF BRITAIN
About this time Ireland was famed far and wide
as the intellectual leader of ChristendOE* To her shores to
her schools and monasteries flocked all the students of the
world* lere learning flourished as in no other land, here
were the world *s most brilliant scholars, here v/ere free
schools free learning and free books • The one predominant
passion of this people on the very edge of the civilised
world seems to have been the acquirosent and circulation of
learning and culture. The celebrity of Ireland as the uni-
versity of the ".'est and the hone of tho more erudite and
speculative of nations was thus bruited over the known world,
which henceforth hailed the western isle as the intellectual
leader of Christendran and the Island of Saints and Scholars.
Of that enduring preecinence Darrestetcr felicitously says:
"The classic tradition to all appearances dead in Phirope
burst into flower in the isle of .Saints and the Renaissance
began in Ireland seven centuries before it was knov/n in Italy.
For three hundrer. years Ireland was the asylum of the higlier
learning which took sanctuary there from the uncultivated
states in "Hurope. At one time Ara-agh, the religious capital
of Christian Ireland was the metropolis of civilization."
It Is true that Greece in the heyday of her power
hardly drew more powerfully to Itself the adventurous intellects
of foreign nations than Ireland during the centuries of its
supremacy. T!ot Britains alone but Kosnans, Italians, Egyptleufia
,
Gauls ,Gennans J Picts ,Saxons J and natives of other countries
r
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flocked to Ireland as v/ell if we can at all Judge from the
litany of Aengus of Culdee in which are invoked the inter-
cession of many hundreds of saints 7:ho were hurled and
venerated in Ireland. Other sources such as an engraving
of stone V7hich Karks the grave of Seven Honans (YII Romani)
near the church of St. Brecan in the great isle of Arran
give evidence of the nuffiher of foreign students uho crossed
the seas to obtain a liberal education in the great Irish
academies
•
After the year 335 the Anglo-Saxons in parti-
cular crossed over to Ireland to enjoy the advantages offered
by its schools. Bede provides striking testimony as to the
numbers of English students in Ireland and the hosnitallty
extended them. He tells us that many of the English nation
were living in Ireland, vrhither they had repairer, either to
cultivate the sacred studies or to lead a life of greater
strictness. Some became monks while others were pleased to
apply themselves to reading and study going about from school
to school through the cells of the masters. But all were
none the less cheerfully received and encouraged by the Irish,
who supplied them gratis with hooks and instruction. Bede
and others offer no end of testimony to the last mentioned
fact, for v;hich Ireland has been and should rightfully be
honored. Learning was their predominant passion and to others,
who manifesteti any tendency to study they offered all manner
of encouragement and help and even went eo far as to give
them free books free board and clothing. They seem to hswe
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felt a mission In life and did all in their power to realize
it. Their tiiirst for knovjledge and desire to spread this
learning tiiroughout Christendom marks thorn as a very woodesr*
ful civilizing force to which all the world owes an enormous
debt*
Throughout all these years a continual stream of
scholars desirous of the most liberal and complete education
that the v/orld could offer floored into Ireland. Here were
the arts and sciences in all their abundance. Hero princes
as v/ell as monks sought learning prostrate at the feet of sone
learned Irish monlr* This goin^;^ to Ireland •^.vas not a matter of
one short generation. It becar-e traditional and continuous
•
The rise of numerous Irish foundations in Britain and on the
Continent nat-arally served to make the long journey to Ireland
superfluous and diminished the volume of those v;ho resorted
thJ.ther. But the attraction of Ireland as the university of
the V/est lonr^ renalned potent, and foreign students were found
In Ii»eland in the eleventh and twelfth centuries as well as
in the sixth and seventh. Aldhelai's petulant utburst in the
seventh century over the students who neglected the !^ngllsh
schools and flocked to Ireland is matched by parallel testi-
mony in the eleventh century. "'Vhy does Ireland," writes
Aldhelm to three English students just returned from Irelaiid,
"pride herself on a sort of priority in that such numbers of
students flock there from England?** On the other hand we hay©
the biographer of Sulger in the eleventh century telling us how
h© went to Ireland to study "after tho fashion of his ancestors.
* Fltzpatrick, B. - Ireland and the Making of Britain - Page 61
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^« have thus l>rougbt "up before otir eyes an
Ireland whose authentic right to the varied titles tradition-
ally bestowed upon her as the hearth-stone of civi i ization,
the school of the 'vest, and the habitation of leaminqt, is
based on a living reality and not on an idle dream • T:;ere
was hardly a city or clan in Ireland that had not its schools.
There was hardly a valley, a hill, or an isle that did not
resound to the voices of teacher £^nd student. And all this
ardor of learning, this everlasting contest of mind v;ith inind,
this endless catechizing and phi losophJ. zing and inultiplica-
tion of books and succession of dynasties of hereditary
teachers and of school on school was peculiar and unique to
Ireland alone, £ave where Irishmen nought to reconstruct abroad
and gradually succeeded in there reconstructing the intellec-
tual life and world they : ad known at home.
That Ireland should have been the retreat und
nursery of learning and the center of intellectual activity
while the rest of Kurope was the ^rey of barbarian would appear
to have been distinction enough. Little reproach could have
been cast upon her had she been content to enloy the fruits of
her own civilization, sharing those fruits the while with such
foreign visitors as sought them on Irish soil* But the fact
FOsains that she was not content.
At an ©oply period Irish sanctity and culture be-
eame animated by an ardent sririt of proselytlam and missionary
zeal» The converts of one generation became the apostles of
another. Fervent monks longecl with groat longing to carry
* Pltzpatrick, B. - Ireland and the Making of Britain - Page 73
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beyond the sea their methods of asceticism. They
left the
land of their hirth, radiant .vith Vendor associations,
bloom-
ing like a garden ^^ith the cultivation of the
arts and sciences,
to becorne "r.onlcs and exiles for the sake of
Christ and for the
benefit of their souls." Hor was the Irish love
of adventure
and travel abroad lacking in these early
ir-issionaries.
To leave home and kindred for the inaccessible
crag, the hi^li ir^ountain, the bare desert,
the ocean-swept isle,
ae^ed to these ascetic Irisl^nen the literal follo^^ing in
the
footsteps of the Lord. To seek out reirote tribes
and v;ork
air.ong them, preaching, teachin-, spending ther^selves
in be-
half of thera, building them up into Christian nations,
vas
again work such as Christ cornmanded and his disciples
perfomied.
And they coinmunicated this spirit to their disciples
and thus
set going a rroi-al ener.gy that carried ^arope
for>vard for centuries
and niade Christianity synonCTnoua v.-ith civilization.
Ireland succeeded in retaining the heroic spirit
of its pa:.,an youth and accomodating it to its
later Christian
ideals. I'he fierce courage of a Cuchulain v;.s
changed into
the spirit^ial heroism of a Columcillo. The
superterrestial
zeal of the r issionary and monk Is foreshadowed in
the un-
yielding resolution of the pagan warrior. These early
Irish
monks looked on life as a warfare, and therrselves
as soldiers,
trained and armed for spiritual cor.bat, and thoy
responded to
the spiritual call of religion, of
learning and of liberty,
as they had befoi^ answered to the nartial
call of bard and
king. They were called ascetics, or athletes,
which is the
* Fitzpatrick, B. - Ireland and the Making of Britain -
Page 95
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very meaning of the Greek word, and they loved to "nalre a
record," and records they made in abundance as we shall see
as we proceed.
However when the Irish missionaries left Ireland
to cTiltivate and rhristianiae Scotland the task appeared
treir.endotss. Yet to clearly understand v^hy this conversion
was so quickly accompl? shed v/e shall first delineate the
steps by which the military conquest of Scotland was com-
pleted •
Irish Scots had crossed the Strath-na-Waelle
of the Gaels, the northern arrr of the : c^re I!ebernicum
of
the Fomans, and the ;^orth Channel of isodem days, and settled
in that part of Caledonia v;hich the Fowans called Vespasiania
some hundreds of years before Angle, or Saxon or Jute h^ad ap-
peared on the run of civilization.
From at least the second century onwards Irish
expeditions crossed froin Ireland into T orth Britain and gra-
dually conquered and colonized the south-western parts of
the
country. The forces which crossed into Scotland becai.^e larger
and larr.er until the Irish were firrrily established there.
Sixty kincE of the Irish race reigr.od in Alba or Scotland
during
a period of nearly elf-ht centuries ( 50J?-li?06) . During
th^t
period Irish culture and the Irish language became established
over all Scotland, and the intercourse between Scotland and
the
other Irish provinces of Munster ,Coi-.naucht ,Ulster,Lelnster,and
Meath, was as constant as was the intercourse between the
inland provinces themselves. So Scotia Wa.lar as Ireland was
* Fitzpatrick, D. - Ireland and the Making of Britain - i-age
97-98
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80isetime« called and Scotia Ulnorfonaod a single country onA
nation of filx province* each with aeparato kings of w3m» due
vas the high«klng op APd-rl, each speakln^^ the eoiae tongue,
und each looking hack on u national history f^mmon to thoia ull.
In this conquest of the nortliern lialf of Britain
tho role of spiritual proconsul ms playet? by the famous
ColtEiCille. ith a scoro of streuinlets frcaa Ireland's bluest
blood uniting in his veins, richly ondowed in body und taind,
of great height and powerful in physique, with hair curling
like the ringlets of a Greek Ood, with face broad and cotioly,
eyes gray end liHninouo, a voico resonant, tiusical and deep,
that could be heard ut tho distance of 1500 paces, a lion-
heartefl being whose energy, glo^n^ with steady fire, v/ould
not permit hir to spend even the space of an hour without
suae occupation. Colmcllle loft un astonishing record of per-
forirunce behind him and still loorriG over the fourteen cen-
turies that divide us as one of the most irpressive fisures
«
of the !.iiddle ilgss*
Columcillo uus bom in 551 at Oartan, Co Donegal,
Ireland,of ro:;al descent. Ho studie*^ undrr a tutor or foster-
father, a priest nsiaed Cruit. nechun. -hen sufficlontly ad-
vanced in letters he entered the noaastic school of Uaville*
Afterwards he left liaville and becsme the pupil of an aged
bard 9 Oecaran. On leaving hiio Columcillo entered tlie monastery
of Clonard rovemwl at tho tiaae by Fininan ,a man rsBiarkable for
his eanctlty uud loaniln;> Here he advanced in learning and
was promoted to the priesthood, "ere he became one of those
twelve Clonard discir^les known In ml>Mqa«nt history as Uw
* Fitspatriok, D. - Ireland and the Maklnc of Britain - Page 117
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Twelve Apostles of Ireland,
From Clonard Coltimcille passed on to the school
of Mobhi at Glasnavln near Dublin whither he semiB to have
been accompanied by riaran Comsall and Cainnech. The plague
of 544 visited Ireland while Coluinba was at Mobhi and it fell
heavily on the conaminlty, which nuTibered about fifty members.
Columcille as a precautionary measure v/ent northward and,
shortly after receive<l from his cousin. Prince of Aileach
and later monarch of Ireland, the site of a monastery which
he called Derry# Here in 546 when he was twenty five years
of age, Coliamcille founded the famous church and school which
remained so dear to him in after life.
During the sixteen years interval betv/een 546
and 562, when Columcille deoarted for lora, he established a
great nuirber of other monasteries ard schools In Ireland, of
which 57 are clearly marke^^, among them Kells, Swords, Drmn-
cliff
,
Screen, Kilgrass, and Grumcolurcb. He was at this time
at the height of his powers and enjoyed a reputation second
to none in Ireland. His activity was prodi-ious and opposition
appears to have kindled it into a fiercer flame.
Els intense love of Scripture and upholding of
the right of sanctuary led to the battle of Culdrelmhne in 561.
In this battle 3000 lives were lost and as a penance Columcille
detennlned on exile forever from Ireland which he had filled
with arms and bloodshed. Re was determined to convert in Scot-
land as many souls as had fallen at Culdrelmhne. Adamnan his
chief biographer clairuS that the missionary enterprise was
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voluntary. "Pro Chrlsto peregrlnarl volens, enaviglt," is
Adamnan's statement with which Bede's expression "ex quo
ipse praedicaturus abiit" is in keeping*
Prompted by a desire to carry the Gospel to a
pagan nation and to v/in souls to God^Columba departed in his
forty fourth year from Ireland, He and his twelve companions
crossed the sea in a currach of v/ickerwork coveren with hides
landing at Zona on the eve of Pentecost, May 12, 563 • He and
his brethren proceeded at once to erect their humble dwellings
consisting of a church, a refortory, and cells, constructed of
wattles and rough planks*
The missionary labors of Columcille in Scotland,
in collaboration with his devoted colleafTues, extended over
the rejnaining period of his life. The islund of Ily was do-
nated to him by ring Conall, his kinsnan, and there he established
his celebrated wonastery of lona. The Scoti or Irish already
in Scotland were Christians; the Picts were not. Hence the con-
version of these latter formed the grand project for the
exercise of risslonary exertion and Columcille applied himself
with characteristic energy to the task, lie visited the Pictish
king in his fortress, won his esteem, overcame the opposition
of his ministers and planted Christianity in the province. He
lived thirty four years at lona, und it is with his work with
the Island as a center and with his life after he had gone
there that the biography of Adarcmen mainly deals.
Inspired by the example of their untiring ambi-
tious abbot the brethren at lona accomplished great things
during and indeed after the life of Coluricille. "He could not,"
r
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says Adamnan ,"spend the space of even one hour Tjlthout study
or prayer, writing or some other holy occupation. So in-
cessantly was he engaged irdght and day in the unwearied exer-
cise of fasting and watching that the burden of each of these
austerities v ould sean to be beyond the power of all. human
endurance. And still in all these he was beloved by all;
for the holy joy ever beaming from his face revealed the joy
and gladness with \?hich the Holy Spirit filled his inmost
soul."*
Columcille had a passion for writing books and
spend Fost of his time in the scriptorium ,yet he led a life
of solid hard work not disdaining to assist the brethren in
the n.anual labor of building, rowing and dragging. His last
occupation in life was copying the scriptures. The total
number of works written by Colurncllle must have been great.
Tlie Lismore life credits him with 500 books and there is a
medieval tradition that he left a book to every church he
founded
.
The spirit of Columcjlle pervaded lona long
after his death and later disciples finished the work of
freeing Scotland giving her self-govemrr,ent and completely
Hlbemicizing her cultural institutions which Coluir.cille had
80 nobly undertaken. Of the multitude of other men-
missionaries and kings, s,Idlers, statesnen and scholars
-
who aided, supplemented and succeeded Colur cille in the
work
not merely of Christianizing out of colonizing and Iliber-
nicizing Scotland, little can be said. There were none who
*Fitzpatrick, B. - Ireland and the Making of Britain - Page 158
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were not wholly Irish. The missionaries of civilization
in
other countries have been of diverse nationalities.
In England
they were Irish ^?ot;Hin and Greek. In France they were Greek,
Homan ileorew #.nd Irish. Scotland had no saint, no
prophet,
no king, no leader among the people who was not
an Irishr.an.
Irish speech and Irish civilization were to put the
seal of
Irish authority so completely on Scotland that even in
r odem
eyes it r^iains in isany respects more Gaelic and Irish
than
the inland provinces of the motherland. To other lands
Irish-
men brought Christianity and culture. To Scotland they
brought
the whole Gaedhaltacht, and dividing Britain almost into
halves,
added the northern portion as a sixth Irish province to the
five other provinces of Ireland and called t'ne whole
Scotia.*
7;hile Irishmen in I'orth Britain were bending their
ener-ies to the work of conquering, colonizing and
civilizing
Caledonia, another conquest was going forward, chiefly
under
the direction of Irishr.en of the center ar.d south.
Had there
been no Anglo-Jute-Saxon invasions of Great Britain
these two
Irish conquests would in all likelihood have been
decisive of
the future of the island. The Gael with smaller i^trength
to
draw from was finally conquered. There was also another
reason
and a potent one. It was at this period that the
Gaels of
Ireland were turning their backs on the mirage of military
glory
and were preparing to spend themselves in the nobler
engagement
against the forces of Ignorance and : eathenisp^. From the
time
of Patrick there is no record of any raiding
expedition going
forth from the Gaedhaltacht.
* Fitzpatrick, B. - Ireland and the I^a.ilng of Britain -
Page 156
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In the early days the part of Qre&t Britain
known ae 'uXem and even Somerset, Devon and ConmolX liad been
under the dominion of the Irish kings. ' e have shown above
that often the kings had two hotses one In Ireland the otlsep
in "alee, ' hen Chrlatlanlty was Introduced this Intorcours*
betv;een the two countries did not cease but continued. "The
Rev. " . Banll Jones suEining up hie resetirches on the subject
in hie vestiges of the Gael in Gw yne<W" esme to the concluclon
that the Irish occupied the wole of Anglesey^Camavon, Herlo-
netti, and Cardigan.
Dr. Jones's work wae breast out in 1851 and in
it he showed that Irishc^ou were in possession of ! orth alee
at the tSme of the collapse of noKan rule in Britain, x-he In-
Yuslon and cxt ent of the settlesient of the Irish in ^^outh and
west Britain are established by lie discovery of O^iaB inscrip-
tions. More than five-slxths of ths known inscriptions have
been found in Ireland itself, thus establisblnc Ogliam as a
purely Irish form of wrltin*^. of Uie 560 OghAnn tablets found,
500 were found in the counties of Kerry Cork,und aterford.
Scotland has sixteen | the Isle of lian has six; in Devon and
Cornvul^ there are five; 7.'alss has vor thirty.
During the latter purt of the Irish oocupatioo
that part of Britain now called ales was largely Christian.
Christianity had been gradually diffused siMmgst ths ancient
lirltons during the ItaDan oeswpation. 'Jhe efforts of Kopan
priests were suppls»ented during the fifth, sixth, and seventh
•mituries by the devoted labors of Celtic missionaries, both
Irish and Cymric, of whom nearly 500 nsMes still retmin on record.
I
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The incessant intercoirmmnication of the Irish and
VJelsh saints
at this time in Britain, joined v;ith the paucity of the Welsh
records, make it difficiilt to tell ^vhich of theni xiere
originally
Irish and which \velsh* To the period succeeding the
fall of the
Roman is ascribed the foundation of many great Celtic
monasteries
In Vfales.
In the early days of Irish Cliristianity the Irish
are usually considered to have turned to -ales for
instruction.
Greco-Roman secular knowledge as well as a first
acquaintance
with Christianity had passed to the Irish through
Roman Britain-
But when Britain ceased to he Roman the Britons
had all they
could do to preserve existence in the face of the
foes that sur-
rounded them, neither as soldiers nor as politicians
or church-
men did they show initiative.
It was not until the sixth century when the Irish
church was in its first bloom and strength and just beginning
its great missionary movement, that 'ales showed signs
of
awakening, "ales therefore got her strength from
Ireland and
fell directly under the guidance and nourishment of
Irish saints
and iDissionaries.
Her culture is Irish culture, her language was for
a long time Irish. ^11 her institutions are
headed by Irishmen.
She too can tr-uly be claimed as a province of
Ireland as much
as Scotland. This Irish predominence and
influence in v. ales
gradually diminished yet until the year 1U18 t::eir
land had an
Irish ruler or king. Intercourse between Scotland
and Ireland was
much easier hence we can account for Ireland's
more sustained
Influence in the Korthem part of Britain.
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When we consider the energy and Intrepidity mani-
fested by the Irish monks in so many different places througji
the long period of their apostolic iriission, we are confronted
by their sinrmlar delay and hesitancy in organizing the conver-
sion of the ~nglish» The Saxons, Angles and Jutes began to
arrive in "^gland previous to 449 A.D. Ko organized Irish
mission appeared among there till 635# Thus a period of two
centuries was ellov/ed to elapse before the Irish sought to
win these new peoples to Christianity* What were the reasons
underlying this singular delay?
In this attitude of aloofness the Irish v ere not
missionaries
alone. Gaulish / - whose negligence Pope Gregory later re-
buked, showed great reluctance in respect to teaching to the
invaders of Britain for In a letter of introduction which
Augustine brought from Gregory to Queen Brunhilda at Orleans
we gather that applications from the English for help and con-
's-
version had been made in vain to neighboring priests.
These Invaders descender! upon the Roman provinces
of Rome and so ruthlessly rooted them out that subsequent English
history has not at all been influenced by Roman culture and
civilization. As the Invading Anglo-Saxons advanced the Briton
withdrew. The antipathy excited in the breast of the Romanised
Briton became an Insuperable barrier to the blending or asso-
ciation of the races, and receding towards the V'est before the
violence of their Invaders the Britons carri«=»d vrlth them their
whole organization of government and society* Thus v;as the
Anglo-Saxon Invader condemned to remain as much the primeval savage
amid the noble moniaments of Roman refinement and power as on the
* Fltzpatrlck, B. - Ireland and the Making of Britain - Page 196
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wastes of Jutland.
So cruel and inhusan were these ruthless invaders
that they appeared ve monsters in the eyes cf
neighboring peoples.
T^one dared venture into their midst lest he be eaten
alive for
they were not unused to cannibal practises. For
a century and
a half they lived a people totally isolated from
civilization.
They had not improved In the presence of the Roman
monuments of
art btit seem to have been mystified by then refusing
to dv^ell In
the placed from ^;hich they had driven the Briton.
The e:.cavations
of these early Homan villages show that they v/ere
completely
sacked; not so much as a coin has been found there.
The Anglo-
Saxons Kust have dv/elt near them and day by day carried
off the
treasures of these old villages till nothing remained
save the
bare v/alls and foundations.
Contact '..ith civilization was necessary if the
Anglo-Saxon was to be raised from his degradation. He
himself
provider] conclusive proof th^t of hArr.self the barbarian
could
do nothing. His paganism had grown coarser deeper
darker; hie
political confusions and convulsion more hopeless;
his tendency
TTore savage and restless; his culture is an
absolute blank. Bede
has no ^vord on this period so deeply had it fallen
into the abyss
of barbarism.'' Vh.atever the Anglo-Saxons have
since becom.e they
are indebted to an influence external to themselves.
Had it
not been for Christianity they must have i^mained
forever in
this ancient barbarism, making no imoroveu.ont but
sinking deeper
into confusion from age to age. It brought theo
not only higher
««
hopes but literature, arts and science in its
train.
* Fitzpatrick, B. - Ireland and the leaking of Britain -
Page 200
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Profacc to ^'orks of Olraldus Cambrensis, Rolls Series IV,
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To Rome we must look for the first attempt to
carry Christianity to the English. It is very ciuch to the
honor of the great Pope Gregory that burdened as he was with
the cares of a world in travail, he should still concern him-
self with the rescue of these distant barbarians, before any
of their neighbors showed disposition to lend a helping hand
to them. Accordingly Augustine was sevt to promote the hazard-
ous work of conversion. He did succeed in winning the people
of Kent by first converting Ethelbert their ruler but upon his
death they lapsed so violently back into Paganism that Augus-
tine and his follov/ers were forced to flee for their lives,
only Lawrence v/as held, and this because of a dream. Thus the
conversion of the Roman missionaries was only skin deep.
It was at this crucial period that the Irish
missionaries appeared on the scene and started a tiore enduring
movement of conversion. For it was they who with strong hands
put the bit and bridle on the wild English tribes, tamed their
savagery, kindled into flame the human spark within them, and
led thetn despite themselves along the path of Christian civili-
zation. The work was prolonged and suffered many setbacks, from
the natural backwardness and brutality inherent in a savage
population, from Danish inroads, from unceasing tribal con-
flicts, and from pestilence and famine. But these great irish-
men persevered and made their work permanent, '".here the Roman
had signally failed the •'•rishman signally succeeded and wherever
he took the work in hand the English never looked back. In the
work of these Irishmen English history and English civilization
find written their book of Genesis.*
* Fltzpatrick, B. -Ireland and the Making of Britain -Page 206
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"The men who really plowed and harrowed the soil
which was lying fallow among the masculine and vlgorons peoples
of northern and central England, of IJorthianbria and Liercia,
were not Augustine's monies, but, as we have seen, the never-tired,
resourceful and s;ympathetic spiritual children of St. Columba,
St, Aidan and their disciples."*
The call that brought the Irish missionaries among
the Anglo-Saxon tribes came from Osv/ald, the native ruler of the
Northumbrians. Oswald, his brother Eanfrid, his mother, the
widow of the savage Ethelfrid, and a large number of his
relatives and supporters, had for many ^/ears been given shelter
and protection in Ireland and Hibemicized Britain. Oswald
was tv;elve years old at the period of his departure into exile
in 617. He returned in 634 with his companions, all of them
enriched by contact v/ith a civilization till then wholly strange
to them. It is easy to imagine the impression made on the
minds of these simple barbarians by what they saw in Ireland
where Greco-Roman culture blended with ancient Celtic v/isdcan
and splendor mellowed the national life and enriched the
channels through which it flowed. Oswald and hij companions
returned to England, not only Christianized but also completely
Hibemicized, fluent speakers of the Irish tongue, and wholly
devoted to Irish ideals. Tlie returned wanderers were doubtless
glad to find themselves once again amid the scenes of their
youth, but it is little wonder that the call for help to lona
was speedy. The brutalities, the indecencies ^ the horror and
the squalor of unchanging barbarism, o ce so natural to them,
•
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could not henceforth be other
than unendurahle. To his Irish
benefactors Oswald therefore sent
hurried appeals, and these,
recosnl^mc under the savage nanners
and exterior of their
proteges the elements of a con^on
hmnanlty and thinking the
season opportune, decided to essay
their regeneration.
Bede picturesquely descrlhes the
manner in which
the Irish missionaries were led
into northern England. King
Oswald as soor. as he ascended the
throne sent to the elders
of the Irish among whom he and
his followers, when in hanlsh-
..ent. had received the sacrer^ont
of baptism, desiring they
would send him a bishop, by whose
instruction and ministry
the English nation, which he
governed, might be taught the
advantages and receive the sacra:..ent
of the Christian Faith.
They were not slow in .ranting his
request and sent him Bishop
Aldan, a n>an of singular meel:ness.
piety and moderation, zeulou.
in the cause of God. On his
arrival the bishop fixed lis
episcopal see on the isle of LindisCurne.
Side by side Oswald
ar^d Aldan ruled and prepared for
the spread of the Cl^istian
Faith and Irish learning.
The varied labors of the Irishmen
are indicated
by Bede: "From that time many
of the Irish came daily into
Britain and with great devotion
preached the word to those
provinces of the English over which
King Oswald reigned, und
there among them that had received
oriests- orders adminis-
tered to thena the grace of
baptism. Churches were built In
several places; the people Joyfully
flocked togetV.er to hear
• Fltzpatrick. B. -Ireland and the
taking of Britain - Pa,e 207
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the v/ord; money and lands were given of the king»s
bounty to
iniild monasteries; the English, great and small,
were by their
Irish masters instructed in the rules and observance
of regular
discipline; for most of thm that came to preach v/ere monks.
Others v. ere as Bede later tells us, layi^^en-
physicians, scribes, lawyers, goldsmiths, and the like
-
though the monks were also working in most of the
secular
occupations. Bishop Aidan was himself a monk of lona,
^vhich
monastery was for a long time chief of all those
of the
northern Irish.
Aidan was not at all Tinlike his predecessors at
lona, Columcille, and adamnan. Study, work, rayer,
and fasting
was the main occupation and happiness of his life. By
unflag-
ging work and planning in the course of sixteen
years Aidan
effected the regeneration of the English tribes.
Christian
civilization spread rapidly from Lindisfarne throughout
the
center and south of England.
It was of course chiefly in the north that Irish
activity directed its first energies. But soon the
^rish mis-
sionary, artist, and craftsman was exercizing hiJ
humanizing
influence in every comer of the island. Fursa in
East /mglia,
Dicuil in Sussex, Finan in Essex, and Dulna and his
associates
in Kercia were but representative of a great
apostolate, on-
bracing industry and art as well as religion and
learning that
elevated and organized the land. ' herever the
Irishren con-
centrated their energies the result was seen in
a general
* Bede — History of the Church of England III, III
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speeding up of effort in every department of
national
or provincial life. Under their tutelage
llorthuinbria
became the first of the English states in
influence
and the first in the department of letters.
Its
kings ^.ere eriucated in lona and Ireland, and
there
they learr.ed to speak and write the ^risii
tongue
and beccrae acquainted v/ith the graces of Irish
lit-
erature, then already ei^bodied in the literary
shape
In which its splendid fragrr.ents have come
davm to us.
By the time of Bede and Alcuin, the north
of
England was covered with Irish schools. There wore
Irish monks and Irish trained monks at York, at
Jarrow, at llonkmearmouth, at Melrose, at Hexham,
at
VVhitby, and other foundations. The later English
schools brief and fitful in their career, v/ere
often
but the piecing together again of the older ^rish
foundations, broken up by the wars that accompanied
the passing of one petty king or another
Pltzpatrick, B. -Ireland and the Making of Britain-
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throu^ Anglo-Suxon history. ^^^^
scholars und
all over n.^land put no curb on the llborulity -^th
v^ich thoy
dispensad t!ielr learning and skill. 7l'^^t the pupils
should lag
behind their laasters Is only In tho natin-e of things,
Tne slougji
of an age-long barbaria» was not easily ^-.ed;
out if a i^ro fll»
of 1 et^.locr^ ty arid dulness In contrast to the
depth of bratullty
and doap^iir uudemeath Is what is repreaent^l progress
in
the Anglo-Suxon epoch. It Is ^vell to re^re^.bor
thut on oixe or
t70 directions tinil in oiie or tv;o exur^ylea Anglo-Sa:«>n
sl:ill
rivaled its Irish achetype: The singularity of the
Boo?t of
Lindisfarne as a trork pro«1uced in England by
the natives tha:-
selvos, instructed by Irish artists, is r^lfest in tho con-
trast bet^^^een its finished beauty and t}ic other
riemorials of
its school. Its ascription to riadfrld, a student In
Ireltind,
nay be correct. But, if genuinely Anglo-Saxon, it
Is no lose
manifestly a creation of Iri^ - --t, Indlstlngulahablo in
its
eharacteristlcs from other ^rl:a- of tho period r^roduced in
Ireland. The strong tutelary Irish hand kept its grasp
en
rtisland, cubing the handi and feet of th« aborlglnoo of tho
country, n-cortUns their first listings of the syllables
of
civlllaatlon, nursing tho promise of Indlvldudlty in custooi
and speech, tenoslng the bridle of Christian principle
on the
gaping ferocities of the barbaric appetite und
passion, and
teprosslng everywhere the Irish foim and Imprint, so
that the
work of their hands was as tho copy to the r^pototype,
differing
only as the voice of the r.oophyte reproduced In
halting but
faithful vorda the meanii^c; of his Instructor,
• Fltapatrlck, B. -Ireland and the Making of Brltaln.-Pane
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It v7o\ild have been strenge IIP, v/ith Irish
influe&oe so powerful in Britain, tliere had been uo reflex
l«i tho larger Isle of that iTonderful devolopcent 3?euc]ilng
to the remote past out of vrhich had come the old Iidsh laT;£.
It has bocn the habit to ascribe the siedlsirities lielwowi
the brehon laws of Ireland and t!ie old Saxon laws to thelF
eentton orieln in '.pyairi cuetoe. But this is looklnc for re«
condlto oxplaiiations where n. .re natural and plauclble ex-
planations tire ready at hiind. It is like ignoring a nan's
parents and colng baok to more reriote aneestors for faclly
resei^iblancos. Irish Infl-ueiice and example appear a rnich t^ore
reasonable answer to questions us to the origin of certain
"Qaglleh laws than learned discussions on Aryan traditions
or references to '"elsh laws* The English rulers
,
who, as «•
know from the words of Bede^ looked up to the Irishcien of
their age as their great exemplars and could find nothing better
than vhat uas the custom a»ong thesi^ were not likely to borrow
frsB alirost every other departLent of Irish life and ignore
the highly developed Irish lavs* The coincidences that exist
between early Irish laws and institutions and early Fnclish
laws ar;d Institutions loay well be taken as colncldenees arising
free: iji:...3lc borroriT;<:, imitation, and tranaplaiitation/
The fashions, the Ideas, the methods, the points
of vletf, the r^otive, spirit, law and rule that foiled the
current of Irish civillzatioii found its way into channels of
English 31fe more nonerous than It is possible to trace*
#
Fltspatrlek, B* -Ireland and tho Haklng of Britain -Page 269
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Thle Irish Infl-uonce is clearly shown by the divergence that
gradually ranifoctecl Itself between the Irish isonasteries ftnd
those of Continental foundation and Influence* 'ilie Irish
custom y •'Ite, tind rule was different and prevailed throuj^ut
"England deeplto the sanction cf Ro!r!e behind the Benedictine
rule and the continental cuntorn. ^ven tifter the Synod of
'hltb^ the entitle Wkle and -^5*:tial survived flue to the i^orrerful
Influence that Irishmen had <5xertcd upon the Fnf^lleh pdnd.
Anglo-r^axon civilization, such tiS it becarne, vn-.B
thus in a larfTjs measure a trans^'Jartefl Xr5fth clvlll -nation, ar;d
It partook of the ref^locrity in caaparison with the orlcd-nal
that is the fate of all reproductions* Its scholars were not
numerous, I3ede and Alculn, tho ,'^atest of them, v^ere collec-
tors uTiA f^lstrlbutors rather than thinkers and orlf^lnators.
No rn^llr>h school attained to the fuino of even the lesser estab-
llslanents In Ireland. Uo Kn«;llsh scholar arose to challenr?©
comparison in originality ami strength of Intellect v;lth
Eriugcna or Dunj»al or Sedulius Hcotus. nil this converges
in the SJHPO direction* Civlliaation in Srif^land truces its
genealogy to the v:oTk of Aldan and his country«rven •
To trancfom a eoni^lcnerstion of savap^ tribes into
a civilized oeople was a herculoon task ami it is little wonder
that the Irish rissionarics should heve won only partial success*
The obstacles they encountered could not veil have been frreater*
ot only were the Saglistmen everlastln >ly fighting Mneng
themselves undoing tho work of regeneratioti which Irish
«
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missionaries v.lth ^trTnense difficulty had set ur> among them,
but tlie conquest of Fnglarid was alrcst continuous from the
time of ^^engest and Horsa to the time of the Conqueror. The
Anglo-Saxons slew the British, re^'ucing sone to slavery,
fought the Irish colonies in the v/est and the Irish and Fict
colonies in the north, massacred each other, and were then
hewn doxvn and cut to pieces by the Danes till the French con-
querors arrived and laid both the Danes and Knglish by their
heels. In a huridrerJ years, out of fourteen kin.jjs of North-
tB:fibria,seven uere slain and six deposed, ''ithin tv/o hundred
years th-irty kings and queens cast away their crowns and took
r
refuge in ronasteries like Llndisfa»ne, v/here Irish mission-
aries had established oases of peace in the v/ildemess of dis-
order. Penda of !'ercla killed five kings and at Bambarough
heaped the ruins of all the surrounding villages into an
enormous pile on which he projectefl the burning and extermina-
tlon of all the Trtiglish in Northumbria.
It vras airif"' conditions such as these that the
Irish irisGionaries and schoolmen, many of them, belonging to
the bluest rilesian blood, impelled solely by supernatural
motives, v/orked for the reclamation of the English. It is
astonishing that most of them did not lose their lives sur-
rounded as they vere rith the barbarian lust of murder. On
the Continent, particularly in Germany, many of the Irish mis-
sionaries met violent death. In Fngland no such fats av/aited
them* The sentiment of adoration which medieval Fnf^lishmen
•herlshed for the authoritative Irishmen who walked among th€m
«
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stayed their homicidal hands and quelled their savage yells
even when thirsting for their kinsmen's blood. A rebuke from
an Irish bishop was after potent enough to bring even the
English kings prostrate at his feet. Such was the magic which
the prestige of an inaneriorial civilization, typified in its
nobler representatives, worked on a national mind slowly
shedding the barbarian of a/^es. To this spell which the Irish
v.ill cast over a stolid, super-stitious and undeveloped people,
in v/hoin a powerful war hysteria flowed as a perpetual under-
current, are v;e to look for the root of the surprising results
achieved by them, results which under like conditions could have
been achieved by no other race under Heaven.
Fitzpatrick, B. -Ireland and the leaking of Britain -Pages 293-294
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IRELATTD .iND THE FOTJTIDATIOr-S OF FUHOPE
The work of the Irish missionaries on the Conti-
nent parallelled their work In Scotland and Britain, the work
of Cnlurn.cille was matched by that of Colurnban-us • In order to
clearly understand and realize the Irish influence and work on
the Continent and the part v/hich they can truly claiKi towards
the civilization of Gerrnany and France we must dv/ell a little
upon the condition of the ''^est before this period.
In the middle of the second century Christianity
already fonned an element in Roman civilization and spread to
the remotest provinces of the Snpire, principally th-rou{;h
their increased intercourse with each other, and especially by
means of the campaigns of the Roman legions, even as far as
the banks of the Rhine and into Britain, in spite of there
being no special missionaries to those countries. In the course
of the third century it spread still farther, and in the be-
ginning of the fourth it was decidedly flourishing in Gaul and
on the Rhine and Danube, as well as in Britain, bishopries
beinf3 founded at Cologne, Treves, and Hayence. In the second
half of the fourth century Ausonius, the greatest Roman poet
of the age, produced his enthusiastic description of the vallay
of the Koselle vJhile Abrogast the Younger, who had comm.and of
the garrison at Treves during the Incursions of various wan-
dering tribes, was esteemed by Sidonius a model of the highest
Rom.an culture In that region.
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The German tribes from the FOilne and Danube
were now being gradually brought under the sv/ay of Greek
and Roman culture through the rr.edium of Chr? stianity. But
the internal dissolution of the Roman Ebipire and fresh in-
cursions of savage tribes soon put a stop to all this. In
the year 406, hordes of Vandals from the upper Rhine invaded
Gaul, ancient Gennany, and Burr':und-^, and settled on the left
bank of the Rhine, r/hile the Huns under Attila made inroads
upon these, and the Pranks from the Lower Rhine burst into
Gaul, making an end of RcMnan rule in that country* The
Angles and Saxons had taken possession of Britain before this
and what remained of R<Mnan civilization in Upper Italy under
the Heruli and Ostrogoths was. destroyed by the Langobards and
their allies. The Gennan barbarians thus ruined and blotted
out the work of several centuries. So vanished in the sixth
century the last remains of Roman culture which had lingered
on at various points, particularly in Southern Gaul.
In spite of what Christianity had done for the
Merovingian kingdom, wretched indeed was its moral condition
at the time of the death of its famous historian, Gregory of
Tours, in 594. The disloyalty of the Franks had become pro-
verbial. They had utterly repudiated Roman culture, appro-
priating only its accompanying vices. Gregory of Tours gives
a true idea of the state of ignorance in the kingdom of the
Franks, while he graphically sketches the depraved condition
of the people and their ruler; he deplores the falling off of
all striving after kno\7ledge, and he himself, descended from
I
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Poman tvmilj, having bishops among his ancestors, has to con-
fess that in writing In Latin, he confounds the genders of
certain words, as well as the cases, and is embarrassec by
numerous other grainmatical difficulties. Merovingian records
are written in such barbaric Latin that when v/e find one
written in tolerably correct Latin, a suspicion of its gen-
uiness is aroused as it may be a forgery of a later date.
In Rorthem and Central Italy the standLird of
civilization at that time was not much higher. Gregory the
Great, one of the most celebrated of the Popes, who greatly
strengthened the foundation of the Roman hierarchy, knew nothing
of Greek - a most notable proof of the general low standard of
civilization in the ^'est. Hven two hundred years later, the
learned and gifted Spaniard, Claudius, Bishop of Turin, when ex-
pected to defend his views roopooting to dftfci.ir"' Iiio v^ow';
respecting worship of images, of which he disapproved, before
the council of Italian bishops declared it to be a council
of asses and the Irish monk, Dungal, ?/as called upon to under-
take the defence of image-worship* T: ese two learned adver-
saries, Claudius, the Spaniard, and Dungal the -irishman, who
met on the soil of Lombardy, ai»e the representatives of these
two countries, - the only ones which offered an asylum to
Greco-Roman culture at the beginning of the seventh century,
when it had declined in the 'est. Ireland was especially
conspicuous in introducing it anew in the fonn of Christianity,
principally into France, these efforts being made when
civilization was at its lowest ebb, and the country in its
•a-
most degraded condition.
* Zinmer, Heinrlch -The ^rish Element in Medieval Culture -
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At the beginning of the sixth century Irish
monks were seized with an unconquerable impulse to v/andep
afar and preach Christianity to the heathen. In 563 Colun-
cille with tii?elve confederates had left Ireland and founded
lona through the influence of v/hich the Scots and Picts of
Britain becaine converted to Christianity. In 590 at the
time when Gregory of Tours, the historian of the Franks,
brought out bis denunciation of the corruption of his
people, an Irishman, a native of Leinster bearing the ec-
clesiastical and Latin name of Colmnbanus, set forth with
twelve companions from Bangor to preach the Gospel to the
heathen. He landed in France and finding Christianity in
a sinking condition, decided to settle in the Vosges moun-
tains and establish a mission there. The number of converts
increases; so fast that he was soon obliged to found another
upon the ruins of a forsaken Roman bath establishtient at
Luxeuil, v/hich becaine in course of time a most fruitful
centre of ecclesiastical and monastic life. Her© he and
his monks labored for ten years. But the intrepidity with
which he approached and dealth with these ^erovingeans drew
upon him the hatred of the Queen Regent Brurihilde. T^cclesias-
tical differences arose with the Gallic clergy; he was driven
with his companions from this field of their active labors and
obliged to flee to Ireland. Contrary v/inds opposed their
passage and interpreting this as a sign fran on high,
ColTircbamus returned to seek the patronage of the Langobard
princess, Theudelinde, and founded Bobbio monastery at the
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foot of the Apennines, between Genoa and Lilian. One of his
disciples at Liixeuil later founded St. Gall and tiiese three
remained tliroughout the middle ages the centers of a great
string of rionastorles which bore high reputations as centers
of learning and culture*
The -'•rish movement of reconst-^ctive activity in
Europe began in earnest in the cultural apostelate of Colum-
bamus and his coworkers in the ijixth century. It ended in the
less distinctive accomplishments of Marianus Scotus and hJLs
Irish contemporaries abroad in the eleventh century. There
v;ere distinguished representatives of Irish culture in France
and Italy before Colisribanus; and there were schooliiien of the
Gael winning laurels in the European amphitheater after
Marianus and his company. But they were praecurretites and
sequelae. They did not belong to the main movement and
decisive campai^^n. ^he ^rish apostolate was a full-bodied
aiid rounded thing, integral and extended, a living organized
functioning flux and impulse, embraced in fine medieval
centuries. It v/as strong and vehement and luminous in the
beginning. It reachef' perhaps the plenitude of its destined
force and illumination in the ninth century. It was strenuous
and miultifariouB in the eleventh century, also.*
Luxeuil proved to be the greatest and most in-
fluential of the monasteries and schools established by Col-
umbanus. It became the recognized spiritual head of all the
countries under Prankish government, a nursery of statesmen
and pontiffs, of maonastic founders and missionaries, of culture
* Fltzpatrick, B, -Ireland and the Foundations of Europe -
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and to this foundation of the great Gael of Bangor is largely
credited the renewal of the Burgundian kingdc»n» Early in its
career it attained the climaj: of its greatness. No monastery
in the -est outside of the Gaedhaltacht attracted so many
disciples* Under Sustatius, whom Colunbanus had placed at
the head of its schools, Luxeuil became the model abbey of
all the Frankish lands, so that other foundations, into which
laxness had foiind its way, renewed themselves by its example.
In the seventh century Laxeuil was the most famous school In
Christendom outside of -^^reland. Young monks and clerks and
scions of the ruling Frank and Burgundian families crowded
to it. Lyons, Autun, Langres, and Strasbourg, the most famous
cities in Gaul, sent their youth to it. The discipline that
molded them under Irish rule became the most powerful single
influence in the surrounding kingdom. Like a great tree the
abbey thrust out umbra^^eous branches in all directions. From
Italy to the lower Rhine almost every year that followed saw
the rise of some monastery founded and peopled by the sons of
Luxeuil
.
From among the immediate companion s of Colunibanus,
who arpear to have left Ireland vrith him, there v/ere several
v/ho like himself became the founders not merely of monasteries
and schools but of ci+'ies and towns. Among these v/as Ceallach
or Gall v;ho founded St. Gall in Switzerland which is to-day
pointed out as one of the most complete and highly developed
of all the mionastcries of the middle ages. At one time there
were 3000 students at St. Gall.
* Fitzpatrlck, B. -Ireland and the Foundations of Europe -
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*
It is estimated that 104 monasteries and seats of
learning, some of them rivaling the mother establishraent in
influence, were founded by Col\ainbanus and his associates and
disciples in France and on its borders. They made their be-
ginning, most of theip, as Luxeuil began, on the Irish model.
In the I'erovingian age the pristine Irish missionary spirit
endowed th€sn with the energy of great missionary centers,
accomplishing a work so potent that at least sixty three of
their sons have been apotheosized as the apostles of the lands
and nations to v/hom they bore the Christian evangel and the
rudiments of civilization.
The •vork of Irish missionaries in Italy is
seen at its best in the monastery of Bobbio founded by Col-
lambanus. This monastery had one of the finest libraries and
collections of MS3 to be found anywhere in the luiddle ^.ges.
rot only in number but in quality as well, flobbio surpassetl
all the monasteries of Italy. This foundation long reivialned
one of the most highly reputed of all the ^ropean seats of
learning and culture.
The Romans had preceded the Irish missionaries in
Gaul. They had likewise preceded them in England though their
efforts there were practically confined to the region about the
mouth of the Thames. Ho apoitle or missionary pri^c^Ved the
Irish apostles in Ocrciany. Single-handed they made accessible
Oenrtany Christian, so that it is not certain that the mission-
aries of a later age, such as Boniface and liis contemporaries,
even preached to the heathen. There were Irish missionaries
Pitzpatrick, B. -Ireland and the Foundations of Europe -
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In Gencany before there were Irish missionaries in England,
so that the Germans were Christian before the co'antr3n?ien of
Boniface, and before Boniface xfa.3 ever bom.
More than 1000 -rears ago (c860) one of the first
Genr:ans able to write, Krrrienrich of Ellwagen, in correspondence
with Griir4oalu, abbot of St» Gall gave expression to his sense
of gratitude for the Irish v/ork aicong his people of which h«
hiKself v/as one of the first fruits, "How could ue forget
Ireland," he 'vvrote,"the isle whence the brilliant pays of so
great a light and the sun of faith shone for us? Bestowing
philosophy on the great and small, she fills the Cliurch with
her science and teaching."
Kabillon entaierates four benefits which the Irish
conferred on the German people: - 1) the faith; 2) the erection
of bishopries^ 3) the introduction of arts and letters;
4) the Imowledge of agriculture.*
The Irish in Gerrany as in France taught agri-
culture less by speech than by example. It tius often been
observed that there are no place?? in Ireland where the grass
is so green and the soil so luxurious as in the vicinity of
the old monasteries. This is because of the labor of the
monks v/ho there made their home. They labored in Gerrrjany and
elsewhere as they did in Ireland. They reared live-stock as
well as cror)s. It was the custom among the Germuns, before the
Irish rr.asters appeared among their , to raise scanty crops,
fter the manner of nrimltlve peoples, from one natch of ground
until it was exhausted and then aban»'on it for another
Fitzpatricl: , B. -Ireland and the Foundations of Furope -
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l^edieval Irishmen in Germany changed all this. They taur-ht
the Germans how to raise crops frosn the same area for an
Indefinite period and they tauglit them best by doing it them-
selves. They retriever^ the land about their foundations and
Blade it an abode of beauty* ithln the foundations and without
they dispensed the arts. In the basilica they taught rousic
and reli^on. In the scriptorium they taught illurdnation,
miniature paintinj, the Irish script, the preparation of vellm
and the ink, and the general work involved In the production
of rrianuscripts. The Irish foundcttions in Gennany becaLie in
time the chief book-producing centres, outside of -Ireland, in
Europe. Had these medieval Irishmen merely lived in the
country and built their foundations for themselves alone they
• ould have conferred an inestimable benefit on Germany. But
their ambition was not for their ov/n comfort but for the salva-
tion of the German peoples. Far in advance of anything at
that time known, they built hostels for travellers, hospitals
for the sick, asyluans and shelters for the poor. Later on v/hen
these Irish retreats were permitted to fall into decay, having
been seized by the hands of others, it was recognized in both
F'rance and Germany, that no people could see to their operation
with the efficiency of their Irish founders, and decrees v.ere
passed ordering their restoration to their rightful owners.^'
The missionLiries and schoolmen of the Gael suc-
ceeded each other in German lands during all the centuries of
transition from the era of Columbanua uAtll the opening of the
great period of scholastic speculation.. In that twilight
period their light shone with a brilliance which the later aga
Fitzpatrick, B. -Ireland and the Fouddatlone of l?urope -
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of intellectual splendor was to dim by comparison. But the
tradition of their greatness endured, and the iropress made
on an age when they were almost the sole personages of light
and leading was still borne by the a;^es that followed, is
their fame endured biograp!nies and popular adoration canonized
them as aposcles of its lands and cities. It is significant
that every province in GeKnany proclain^s this Irish race as
its benefactor. Austria celebrates St, Colmon, St» Ver^'iliun,
St. "'odestus, and others. Burgundy Alsace Helvetia Suevia
with one voice proclaim the glory of Colurabanus, Gallus, Flo-
rentius and Trudpert who first preached the true religion air.ong
t'hem» Vho were the founders of the monasteries of St. Thomas
of Strasbourg and of St. Nicholas at B/ieGaningen but these same
Irishtren? Pranconia and the Buchonian forest honor as their
apostles St. Killan and St. Finjin. ^nd the Irish monasteries
of St. Aegidius and St. Ja'^nes which in olden tiires flourished
u
at Nuremberg and tirzbur[;, to '.vhom are they to be ascribed
but to the holy monks of ancient Ireland? The land between
the Phlne and the IJoselle rc.loiced in the labors of V'endelln
and Dy/sibod. The old and famous monastery of St. Jories of
rainz Wi-s founded, according to the best authorities, by
these sainc Irish. The Saxons and the tribes of Northern
Germany are indebted to them to an extent v/hich nay be
Judged from the fact that the first ten bishops who occupied
the see of Verden belonged to that race.
In the age of Charjtemagile all of Europe's out-
Fltzpatrick, B. -Ireland ar.d the Foundations of ^rope-
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otandln ' scholaps wore Irlslanen. In the ninth century
\j
w
Frinsena had no equal in T\iroi>e. Uarlng the scholastic
era there were not in the buckground* It is not for their
orirlnulity that Tnrop© thanke them it is for thoir earnest-
ness to convert liarope front the qua^^res of burbarisci to
the Christian civillsiition and culture that had been doiroloped
in Irelar.d« In tJie words of Zir-jner thoy w^re not originators
v'ith the einglo exception of Johannes Gcotus Friueena, jet
they were instructors in every known branch of science and
leaminc of tlie time, possessors and bearertt of u higher
culture thuii was at that reriod to be found anywhere on the
Coiitineiit uiiti can surely cluiE to huve been the pioneers -
to have laid the coriier-stone of Vesteni culture on the
the rontiriOiit, the rich results of which (lemany shares and
enjoys to-duy, in coESion with all ether civilised natior:s«*
Tilerer, Ueinrlch - The ^rlsh "Flsoient in Medieval Culture
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SOIMAHY
V^e have seen that long before the Christian era
the ancient Irish had a very definite social and political
organization. That they have a code of lav/s that was well
suited to the state of society that then existed. That native
learning was actively cultivated under the direction of tv/o
learned classics called Druids and Bards who were priests,
poets, historians, and Judges as well as teachers. That the
pagan Irish had a knowledge of letters. That they had devel-
oped many useful arts and ?/ere skilled and artistic craftsmen
both in metal v/orfc and stone-carving. That they excelled in
the art and science of music.
Christianity having been embraced as the official
religion of the Roman state began to spread from Rome, fosi-
tive attempts at conversion of the barbarians were made by the
Popes at Rome and Patrick finally prevailed upon Pope Celestine
to send him as an organizer of the church in Ireland v;hen
Pelladius, the first envoy of Rome had failed. Patrick ac-
coiaplished three things which make him an eminently significant
man in history. He organized the Christianity wliich already
existed; he converted kinf;;dom8 v;hlch v/ere still pagan; and he
brought Ireland into connection with the cliurch of the Q-^plre
and made it forrrally part of universal Christendom. liile
there had been Christians and evidences of a high type of civi-
lization in Ireland before St. Patrick, it was he who in the
course of a single generation made the v/hole Island Christian
rr
and Initiated that chapter of history v.-hich made Ireland
the
"island of saints and scholars." Almost at once a devoTiring
hunger for learning and a biimlng thJLrst for the spread of
Christianity came over the people. In a period of r^enevcl
and cataclysmic decadence throughout ^^irope the ^rish were
the veritable saviors of civilization.
The -»-rish built up a r^reat educational system
in their I'onactic schools. The course of studies
was the rost
coir:plete in all Furope. It included:
1) Vernacular Studies: The ^rish lansuace, its
(rran^nar, retries, literature both secular and relisious,prose
and poetry, hlstor:r, antiquities, etc.
2) Christian Studies: Theolosy* especially the
study of the Scriptures with the commentaries of the
Fathers
thereon, and in the ninth centur^r at least the study of
Dialectics and Philosophy was pursuer; with success.
3) Classical Studies: Acquaintance v.ith several
Latin and Greek authors of the classical neriod. Superior
knowledge of Latin and a good working knowledge of Greek.
4) Aesthetic Studies: Cultivation of Art and
Music. This includes illumination, metal \7ork and
stone
carving.
5) Scientific Studies: All the scientific know-
ledge of the time In ^'estem Purope, special
emphasis on
Astronomy.
Thus we see that the course of studies of the
early Irish monastic school was imich more varied
in scope and
fuller in content than the Trivium and Quadrivium as
taught in
contemporary "^rope.
1r
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In the early centuries of the dark ages, Ireland
was famed far and v/ide as the retreat and nursery of learning
and the center of intellectual activity while the rest of
Purope was the prey of barbarism. This would appear to have been
distinction enou{^« Little reproach could have been cast upon
her had she been content to enjoy the fruits of her ovm civili-
zation, sharing those fruits with such foreign visitors as
sought them on Irish soil. But the fact appears t2iat she was
not content.
At an early period Irish sanctity and culture be-
cari-e aniraated by an ardent spirit of proselytian and missionary
zeal. The converts of one generation became the apostle of
another. Colurrjcille carried Christianity and culture to Scotland
while other Irish saints carried :* t to "ales and Britain.
Columbanus and bis followers performed the same gi»eat worl^ in
^rope. It is for this novk that the v/orld owes a debt to the
Irish. The value of their labors has been recognized especially
in recent years by all those v7ho have come to know their.. It
has been appreciated very thorouglily that v/ithout such unselfish
devotion to the cause as the Irish gave, civilization on the
continent would have sunk ever so much lower than ft actually
did.and the return of it would have been delayed for centuries
beyond what it actually was. The Irish were the saviors of
civilization.
r
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